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INTRODUCTION

This volume is one of a series that documents Stage Three, of a project on
Quality in the Pell Grant Delivery System. Other volumes concern the substantive
findings of the project and recommendations for actions to correct the problems
found.

In. September, 19.80, the Office of Student Financial Assistance (OSFA) of the
U.S. Department of Education contracted with Advanced Technology, Inc., of McLean
and Reston, Virginia, to conduct a three-jrear study to assess the accuracy and
reliability of the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG) Program and
recommend administrative changes to improve it. Westat, Inc., of Rockville,
Maryland, has served as a subcontractor to Advanced Technology throughout the study.
In 1981, the name of the program was changed to the Pell Grant Program.

Pell Grants are entitlements available to students to support part of the cost of
pursuing postsecondary education. The students, the schools they attend, and the
programs in which they enroll must satisfy categorical eligibility requirements. Once-
these requirements have been met, the amount of the student's grant depends on the
student's "need," which is a_ function of both the cost of the program and of the
student's ability to pay that cost from student and family assets and income. The

calculation of 'costs and the student/family contribution are prescribed by program
formulae. Awards can be made in error if the student or the program is deemed to
satisfy categorical criteria which they do not, in fact, meet, or fi the student's need is

"0.miscalculated, or if the institution miscalculates the student14 costs, enrollment
status, or 'award.' The money- for awards is usually allocated from the U.S. Treasury to

the institutions,-which paNt to individual students or credit it to their accounts.\

During Stage One of the studythe first year of the contract (1980-81)
Advanced Technology and Westat examined a national sample of Pell Grant recipients
to determine ligibility and award calculation error. Westat drew the national sample

1-1 0



of 4,500 recipients and interviewed them and their parents about their eligibility and
financial situation, examining documentation at the same time. Advanced Technology
hired staff to visit the institutions attended by tfiese students, examine the records on

the students and any supporting documents on file, and interview the financial aid
administrators. This data collection procedure was also followed in Stage Three--the
third year of the contract (1982-83)--and is described below.

The Stage One study determined program-wide rates of discrepancy between
actual grant, awards and the awards that should have been made according to program
rules and the documents examined, and attributed these discrepancies to institutions,
recipients or their parents, and application processors. On the basis of these
discrepancy rates, tl)e study also identified error-prone groups of recipients. Finally,

Stage One suggested feasible corrective management activities to reduce error rates
for every area in which error rates were excessive.

During Stage Two (October, 1981, to December, 1982), Advanced Technology
began the design of a quality control system for the Pell Program and made some error
analyses and corrective action recommendations for specific features --of related
stu nt aid programs. The Department of Education began installing cective
measures, including a requirement for greatly increased validation of Pell Grant
applicants on a limited number of application items, rather than a small sample on
more items. In 1983, the quality control system design component became'a separate
project.

Stage Three of the study 11982-83) has essentially been a replication of Stage
One, with the objective of determining changes in program error over time, especially
changes potentially brought about by the extended validation requirement. As in Stage
One, Westar developed a sampling procedure and interviewed the sampled parents and
students, and Advanced Technology visited institutions to examine documents in

`.
student files and interview uncial aid administrators. During Stage Three Advanced
Technology made a pre nary visit to each of 3-1.7 institutions to draw the :sample ok
4,109 students on site (during Stage One Westat had drawn the sample at its home
office from lists supplied by the institutions) and to gather data for at assessment of
compliance with the new validation requirement.



A findings report (Volume 1) and corrective action, recommendations based on
these data (Volume 2) are again accompanying this report on methodolbgy (Volume 3).
The contents of this volume consist of the procedures and methods of the study
including sample selection, institutional visits, student and parent data collection, data
processing, and data analysis. In addition, 'sampling response rates and detailed tables
of the Nariance estimates for Volume 1 are included in a final chapter. Methodology
that is deemed to be essential for understanding the findings of the report (Volume 1)
is included in that volume. Thus; Volume 1 includes error definitions, strength of
documentation, weighting and nonresponse adjustment, and experimental bias
assessment in addition to findings on errorin the Pell Grant prograrri,

b.
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2

4' SAMPLE SELECTION

This chapter outlines the procedures used to select the sample of institutions for
inclusion in the study and to select students at those institutions for interviewing.

.Two sampling ;1.chniques were used to select' the students to be interviewed: one for
students attending institutions distributing Pell Grants undir the Regular

Disbursement System (RDS), and one for students attending institutions using the
Alternate Disbursement System (ADS).* The result was a self-weighting probability
sample of all Pell recipients.

2.1 OVERVIEW OF SAMPLING FOR THg STUDY

2.1.1 The RDS Sample

The sample of students attending the RDS institutions was selected using a two-
stage s mpling procedure. The institutions were arranged in geographic clusters
durin the' first stage of selection, with stratification by type of institution (less than
two y ars', two to three years, and four years or more) and type of control (public,
;private, a d pro'prietar0 done at the second stage. The sampling frame for the RDS
institutions was constructed from the Pell Grant Program Institution Universe File and
the October 1981 Pcogr-eskReport Error/Unreasonable File. Only active institutions

within the contiguous 48, states were included.

Westat selected institutions according to the following-steps:

114

They ordered the 'file by geographic _code, with clusters formed consisting
OVconsecutiye schools. Each cluster contained about eight schools.

.

*Additional detail on the 'sample design can be found in "Technical Report on Stage
Three Sarripling PrOcedutes for Validation Evaluation Procedutes," December, 1982.

1 3 .



Clusters were sampled with probability proportional to total recipients in
the cluster.

They assigned an adjusted measure of size (AMOS) to each school within
the sampled clusters, where:

AMOS.. = IMOSi/CM'OS;

= school

j = cluster

IMOS = the institution measure of size
NS,

CMOS = the cluster measure of size

They ordered schools in sample dusters, ignoring the cluster identifier, by
the following type-control strata:

School control, (public, private proprietary) A.

School type (offering 1 to 2 year programs, offering 2 to 3 year
programs, offering 4 or more year programs)

They sampled schools system. atically'from the ordered file with probability
proportional to-the adjusted measure of size (AMOS).

0

The student sample was drawn on sitvt each institution by data collectors hired
and trained by Advanced Technology. At each institution, the data collect% obtained
a "list" of Pell Grant recipientefrom the institution and numbered them from 1 to n.
Westat provided for each institution' a list of the sequence numbers to b sampled,

based on a fixed interval with random start. The intervals were c icul ed to give
each student an equal probability of selection, and were based on the number of
expected reciplentts. Sometimes the "list" consisted of Student Aid Reports (SAR) in a
pile or file folder, the financial aid files of all the students at the institution, or other
unusual record formats.

Data collectors occasionally found contaminated lists which included either
recipients of other types of aid or people who had not, in fact, registered and received
a Pell award at the institution. Where it was practical to do so, the data collector
cleaned the list before selecting the sample. Where this was not practical, the list was
used in its original form, resultihg in oversampling. Checking files or records of the

2-2
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17.

sample enabled the data collector to .eliminate from this oversized sample ineligibles
who were not part of the study population. Any ineligibles still remaining in the
sample were screened out prior to the student interview or the student record

\ abstract.

2.1.2 The ADS Sample

Students ,attending institutions using the Alternate Disbursment System were
selected from a back-up tape used by the Treasury to mail checks to Pell Grant
recipients at ADS institutions. The ADS sample was not clustered by institution for
two reasons. First, there was no easily available indicator of what school these
students attend. Second, there are very few students in the ADS population compared

...-
to the RDS students; therefore, we expedted a'proportional sample of only about '20
students, minimizing any gains that might have been acquired in the conduct of the
survey through clustering. The ADS student sample was selected 'according to the
following steps:

The Treasury tape was purged of duplicate records.

The number of unique records in unduplicated file was determined.

A simple random sample of students was selected from the unduplicated
file.

The ADS sample was selected using the same selection probabilities as the RDS
sample, resulting in a self-weighting probability sample combining both categories of
students.

2.1.3 The Control Group Samples

To provide a means of determining whether experimental bias existed, we
selected two control groups, one from the sampled institutions (Institution Control
Group or ICG) and one from both sampled and non-sampled institutions using the
Computed Applicant Record (from the central processor) Control Group (gARCG).
The ICG was selected from the sample lists used to draw the RIDS' sample. A fixed
interval five times greater than the main sample interval was used with a new random
start, resulting in a sample of about 800 students. Thus, institutions with a small



\ number of sampled students frequently had no control sample students: 12

institutions, no list or reasonable facsimile was available and no control sample could
be drawn.

The CARCG was drawn from the central processor's applicant file of more than

seven million records. A sample o"20,000 applicant records was selected using a fixed

interval and a random start. This sample was matched with the Pell Recipient History
File to exclude non-recipients and separate students attending sampled and non-
sampled institutions. The resulting file contained 9,051 recipients at non-sampled
institutions and 1,997 recipients at sampled institutions.

2.2 DETAILED SAMPLING PLAN

The primary objective of the sample deign was to choose a probability sample of
students enrolled at educational institutions participating in the 1982-83 Pell Grant
program. The statistically representative sample was designed to minimize the
variability of characteristics among possible samples that can result from sample
selection. The method used to achieve this goal was sample selection with probability
proportional to a measure of size (MOS) that is presumed to be correlated with the
statistics being estimated. In the institution sample selection, the measure of size
used was the number of Pell Grant recipients reported by the institution in the
October 1981 Progress Report. The October 1981 Progress Report was used for two
reasons: (1) the October report satisfied the need for a sample of students receiving
grants in the Fall; and (2) current year (1982-83) Progress Reports were incomplete.

2.2.1 Sample Size and Precision

The choice of sample size was determined, in large part, by the budget and time

contrairits of the study and the level of precision sought for sample estimates. The

maximum number of institutions that reasonably could be contacted during the period
provided for institutional data collection was about 300. In terms of the recipient
sample, the budget permitted 3,600 completed interviews.

Based on the data available from the 1980-81 study (Stage One), . basic

assumptions on parameters that were not available at that time, we estimated the
precision that can be expected with 300 institutions and an average of 12 students per

2-4
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institution.. A student characteristic such as absolute dollar error (7c) canbe looked at
as the product of two variables to be estimated from the'survey: the average absolute
dollar value of the error given that an error was made (e); and the_proportion of cases
in error (P); thus

= Pe

The relvariance (square of the coefficient of variation) from a cluster sample may be
approximated by: 4

1V-2 =
x

mn

where:

V2 = (I-P)

1 +, p (fi - 1)

2 relvariance, between students, of the amount of error;
proportion of cases in error;

m = number of clusters;

intra-cluster correlation coefficient; and
average cluster size.

Estimates of the coefficient of variation for several values of P are presented in Table
2-1. The following parameter values were assumed.

.5 (variance estimates from Stage One suggest that the intra-class
correlation between students in a school is, quite high)

2V-e = 1 (derived from Stage One variance estimates)

3600.

2-5
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4

TABLE 2-1

EXPECTED COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION FOR AVERAGE. ABSOLUTE
y. DOLLAR VALUE OF ERROR, ASSUMING DIFFERENT VALUES OF P

Proportion Of Students Who Had Some Error

P = .8 P ='.6 P = .4 P = .2
Coefficient of

variation .052 .065 .085 .127

2.2.2 Design Objectives

In terms of survey, implementation, the proposed sample design had),the following
objectives:

Limit the amount of field travel

Control the number of students and Sep4rate institutions selected

Insure the representation of 'a variety of institutions
.sfi

The procedures described below yielded a sample meeting these objectives.

2.3 SAMPLING FRAME: INSTITUTIONS USING REGULAR DISBURSEMENT
SYSTEM

The sampling frame for the RDS'institution sample was constructed from the
Pell Grant Program Institution Universe File and the October 1981 Progress Report
Error/Unreasonable File. The following steps were taken in the construction of the
frame.

2.3.1 Selection of a Single Record Per Institution

A single record per institution was extracted from the Progress Report File,
which contained progress reports for October and ad hoc or update reports. The initial
October report was used unless an udpate was available. Branches of institutions
reporting through a central office had no Progress Report record because the central'

ov



office accounted for their Pell Grant recipients. Details on the treatment of multi-
branch campuses where the central office reports for all branches are.given in a later
section. o,

2.3.2 Selection of Eligible Institutions

After a single PCogress Report record was extracted for each institution, these
= records were merged with the Universe File, by institution ID; and only in-scope
institutions were retained in the frame. . For the pu'rpose of this survey, institutions
are considered in-scope if they met the f011owing conditions:

They were in the coterminous United States (excludes Puerto Rico, Alaska,
Hawaii and the Virgin Islands).

They had RDS participation codes--position 240 on Universe File --of either
1 (participating, independent campus), 2 (central office for participating
branch campus sytem), or 3 (branch campus participating through a central
office).

They had an eligibility Codeposition 239 on Universe File--of 1 (eligible
for Pell Grant).

They had an institutional status code--position 494 on Univerie File--of 1
(active institution which may or may not be funded).

2.3.3. Imputation of Recipients (Measure of Size)

Eligible institutions which were on the Universe File but not on the Progress
Report File--other than those reporting through a central officewere flagged for
imputation of the number of recipients. Two hundred and fortY-two institutions were
in this group. Based on 4,676 institutions that had data on the number of recipients,
undergraduate enrollment, institution type and institution control, We estimated a

regression function to predict recipients as a function of the other three variables. In
the estimation, we generated' dummy variables for institution type and control
categories and used the most general model, which included two -why and three-way
interactions. The R2 obtained was .72 (proportion of the variance in the dependent
variable explained by the regression); a very good fit for cross-section data. Sixty-
three institutions had no reported recipients and no undeliraduate enrollment figure
and thus imputation with the regression function was not possible. These institutions
were listed for inspection, and since they were fa'rly small schools (such as

I
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"Pedigree School Of Dog Grooming"), they were assigned a value of 8 recipients to be'
' used as measure of size.

2.3.4 Treatment of Capuses where the Central Office Reports for all Branches
. I.

Institutions where the central office reported for all the branches (Participation
Code = 2) were handled as follows:

For campuses broken down by branches in the "Education Directory -
Colleges and Universities 1981-82", we allocated the recipients reported by
the central office among the main campus and branches according to their
respeictive enrollments; that is:

RecipientsB = (EnrollmentB/Total Enrollment) x Total Recipients

For other institutions--if the central office was selected, we called the
school and ddtermined if records of Pell Grant recipients were kept at the
central office or at the individual branches. records were kept at the
central office, we sampled students .from the central office files; and
individual branches were not distinguished.

For institutions that kept records at the individual branches, we obtained
the breakdown of number of participants by branch and selected one branch
within the institution, probability proportional to size (PPS), using the
recipients at the branch as the measure of size.

2.3.5 Determination of Certainty Institutions

To obtain a final sample of about 300 cooperating schoolsallmi/ing for 2 percent
out-of-scope institutions and 95 percent institution cooperationrequires an initial
sample of 322 institutions. Institutions with reported recipients greater than the
overall institution selection interval (total measure of size/322) were drawn into the
sample with certainty.

The certainty cutoff was set at 3,740 recipients or approximately 70 percent of
the school selection interval. That is,

Total Recipients x .70 = 1,746,131 x .70 = 3740
School Sample 322



Ts certainty cutoff yielded 34 certaihty institutions, 4 of which were central offices.

2.3.6 Selection of Noncertainty Institutions

4
The sample design for the noncertainty portion of the sample was basically a

double sampling procedure with PPS selection of,lusters and implicitly stratified PPS
seledtion of all schools included in the sample clusters. The sample design called for:

Ordering the file by geographic code and forming clusters of consecutive
2scbools from the ordered frame of about 8 schools each

Sampling dusters with probability fioportiona o total recipients in the
clusters

Assigning an adjusted measure of size (AMOS) to schools within sampled
clusters where:

AMOS. = IM(I)Si/CM°S1
i = school;

j = cluster;

S.

IMOS = the institution measure of size; and

CMOS = the cluster measure of size

Ordering the schools sample clusters, ignoring the cluster identifier, by the
following type and control strata:

School control

Public
Private
Proprietary

School type

Offering 1 to 2 year programs
Offering 2 to 3 year programs
Offering 4 year (or more) programs

Sampling schools systematically from the ordered file with probability
proportional to the adjugted measure of size (AMOS)

To limit the amount of field travel, we clustered institutions by geographically
contiguous three-digit zip codes. (A previous step verified zip code and flagged those
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requiring correction.) We defined% cluster as a set of 8 consecutive schools with total
minimum measure of size to insure an average of 12 recipients per institution. The
minimum measure of size was achieved by all clusters. The clustering process resulted
in 632 clusters of 8 schools each, with an average of 2,470 recipients per cluster.

Sample of Clusters. Out, of tk632 clusters in the frame, we sampled 72
clusters, PPS, with total number of recipientS in the cluster as the measure Of size
(CMOS). The 72/sampled clusters contained 576 schools. None of the clusters sizes
exceeded the sampling interval of 21,713 which would have reqUired their selection
with certainty at this stage.

Sample of Institutions. To insure adequate representation of different institu-
tions, they were stratified by control (public, private and proprietary) and type (less
than 2 years, 2 to 3 years, and 4 years or more). The measure of size for PPS selection
was the ratio of the institution's MOS to the measure of size of the cluster from which
the institution came (CMOS). That is,

= MOS/CMOSAM°Sij

as defined above. The 576 institutions in the 72 sample clusters were sorted by the
type and control strata defined above and a systematic sample of 288 institutions was

selected with probability proportional to the adjusted measure of size (AMOS). A

considerable number of institutions (171 or 59.3%) had-a measure of size larger than
the sampling interval and were conditional certainty institutions; these were removed
from the frame before the 117 noncertainty institutions were drawn.

The resulting distribution of the sample among type-control strata was propor-
tional to the distribution of the universe measure of size among the strata. This is
illustrated in Table 2-2.

2.4 SELECTION OF STUDENTS FROM SAMPLE RDS INSTITUTIONS

To obtain a sample of about 3,600 Pell Grant recipients--300 institutions with a.rit
average of 12 students per school--required an initial sample of about 4,040 recipients,
assuming a 90 percent combined institution/recipient response rate. The overall

2
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TABLE 2-2
-

DISTRIBUTION OF RECIPIENT'IN INSTITUTION UNIVERSE
COMPARED TO SAMPLED INSTITUTIONS

Instituticth
Type '

Public Private
N

. .Proprietary Total

Value Percent
\_

Value
r"

Percent Value
N

Percent Value Percent

Less than 2' years

.

A

10,343
2

451,443
88

. ,,

759,500
111

1,221,286
201

,....

.t.
.6

r...)_,

25.9
27.3

43.5
34.5

0

70.0
62.4

3,126

34,663
. '10

342,776
74

.

380,565
84

.18

1.9
3.1

19.6
23.0

.

21.7
26.1

.

92,704
22

46,416
14

5,160
1

144,280
37

5.3
6.8

2.7
4.3

.3

.3

,,

8.3
11.4

. 106,173
24

592,522
112

1,107,436
186

1 746,131
322

.
6.1
7.5

30.5
34.7

63.4
57.8

100.0
100.0

Universe MOS
Sample count

2 to 3 years

Universe MOS
Sample count

4 years or more

Universe MOS"
Sample count

Total

Universe MOS
Samplecount

23
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recipient sampling fraction. required to achieve an equal probability- sample of the
d7ired size is given by:

where

f = nI = 4040- = 1

f

TMOS 1746131 432.21

overall sampling fraction

TMOS total number of recipients (total measure of size)
computed from the October 1981 *ogress Repoli File

the required initial sample of recipients

Consequently, the weight associated with each sample recipientthe reciprocal of the
overall sampling rate - -was 432.21.

Within any institution, the probability of selecting a given student was equal to
the overall sampling fraction. Thus, the products of the probabilities of selecting a
particular cluster, institution within the cluster, and recipient within the institution
were equal to 1/432.21. The sample, then, was effectively self-weighting, with no
adjustments necessary for institutional characteristics.

2.4.1 sampling Frame

The sampling frame was the list of Pell Grant recipients, at each of the sample
institutions, from which the recipient sample was drawn. Ai the time we contacted
the school to set up an appointment for the data collector's visit, we requested that
the school prepare a list of current and pending recipients to 'be used as a sampling
frame.

Recipients were selected from the sampling frame systematic'ally with equal
probability. For this purpose a sampling worksheet was produced for each institution.
The sampling worksheet included all the information necessary for drawing the sample,

such as sample interval and pregenerated selection numbers.

After the data collectors obtained a list that included all Pell Grant recipients
eligible for the,study, they numbered the students on the list sequentially. Then, they

It 2-12



selected those students with sequence numbers corresponding to the selection numbers
given on the sampling worksheet.

2.4.2 Weighted Estimates

1<e sample of Pell Grant recipients from RDS schools is an equal probability
self- weighting sample; before adjustments for nonresponse all studentg have the same
weight: The procedures used for determining nonresponse weights have been described
in Volume 1. The sample selection prOcedure was designed to be usedkn providing
estimates of student characteristics. Thus, estimates for , institutions are . not
recommended.
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INSTITUTIONAL VISITS

-Institutional visits were conducted in both the fall of 1982:and the spring of
1983. The fail visits had two purposes: to draw the sample of students who avOuld, as

-.well as their parents, be interviewed in the spring; and to compile minimal information
on newly-instituted institutional validation activities. The results of the latter
investigation were delh;ered to the Department of Ed'OcatiOn in December, 1982. The
methods for training, scheduling, and managing the fall data collectors were generally

. .

similar-to thOse reported here for the Spring visits.

.11

.

Two previous "reports on-data collection have been submitted to the Department
of Education, one on training and qualifications of data collectors and one on the data
collection itself* Those reports contain copies of .fOrrnS used,'interview Opts, and

, * "
resumes of: the "data. collectors. This chapter is a compilation of all relevant
procedural,anlf methodological sections frOm those 're0i-rts.

:!fe''

4 :DATACOLLEC.TORS

.The.data collectors were the key to a successful spring data collection. Riven
.the.- complexity* of 'the .Pell Grant Program, and the variety-,of documents and
;institutional recordkeeiiing systems likely to be encountered, financial aid experience
was essential. '`..Since the data .collectors would be. working alone all over the country,

detailed supervision of them would:. be. ItopoSsible; therefore, thtY had to be reliable
and mature enough to be able to ,make their own. decisions in m

*Advanced Technology, Inc., "Report on Training and Institutional Data Collectors for
Stage Three of the Pell Grant Quality Control Study," .April, 1983, and "Report on
Spring, 1 9831 Data Collection for. Stage Three of the Pell Grant Quality Control
Study," June, 1983.
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3.1.1 Recruitment

We began recruiting data colle tors with the people who had performed
successfully in our two previous data col ections in the spring of 1981 and the fall of
1982. None of the 1981 data collectors was available for data collection in 1983.i
However, three of the fall, 1982, field staff were available and were rehired.

We advertised our, field staff needs in four newspapers and periodicals: the
Newsletter of the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators
(NASFAA); the Chronicle of Higher Education; The New York Times; and The
Washington Post. The NASFAA Newsletter provided the greatest number of applicants
with the type of experience we were seeking (at leattk). The two newspapers
advertisements generated few or no useful responses: When one of the people who had
been offered a position declined at the lastment, a well-qualified replacement was
hired 'through the personal contacts of Deputy Project Director Richard Tombaugh,
former executive secretary of NASFAA and former director of the Student Financial
Assistance Training Program.

3.1.2 Qualifications

The spring,-1983 data col ectors were the best qualified of the three groups used
so far. Nine of the 15 people initially sent into the field had been financial aid
directors, 2 at large state instit ions; 3 others had over 10 years experience each in
financial aid administration. The two data collectorsimithout financial aid experience
had performed successfully as data collectors in the fall of 1982. The 15 original fieldir
staff included 4 with bachelor's degrees, 10 with master's or first professional degrees,
and 1 doctorate; 1 of those with a master's was an active doctoral candidate. The

degrees in most cases were in educatioiS.

Therefore, the data collectors were well-equipped by training and experience to
deal with the variety of documents and record systems they would encounter in the
field, to explain interview questions to financial ;lid directors, and to understand
answersouched in technical, finaritial aid terminology. They also could find relevant

Ndata in student files quickly and accurately. The training- then: concentrated on
,

ensuring consistent; use of the data collection instruments, with little need for
inStrUction on the basics of the Pell Grant Program.

I 3-2
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3.2 SCHEDULING

The principal objective of the scheduling was to minimize travel costs while
visiting all the sample institutions within the six-week data collection period with only
15 interviewers. We drew up an ideal ster schedule to achieve this goal, and then
adjusted it as necessary when we could not visit on our preferred, dates.

3.2.1 Master Schedule

The first step in drawing up an ideal master schedule was to estimate how much
time was ,needed for each institutional visit. Since the interview had a fixed cost for
each visit, the time allowed depended on the number of students sampled. We

estimated that each interview would take an hour and that each student abstract
would require about 20' minutes initially, but slightly less- for larger numbers,
Therefore, we estimated that each data collectV. could handle 14 students during the
first and second days at a school, 16 kige third day, and 20 on the fourth day. We broke
these estimates down by half days as follows: 4-4

Number of Sampled Students Number of Days

1 - 7 A 1

8 - 14 1 .

15 - 21 IA

22- 28 2

29 - 36 2V2

37- 44 3

45 - 54 3A

Once we had estimated the time required for each institutional visit, we grouped
institutions into clusters that would each require one data collector one week to visit.

IL
.

We had to allow time to travel between cities in making these clusters. In ecCi.iieCases,

a data 'collector could stay in a city for a whole week, even being scheduled to do two
half-day schools in one day. Although the institutional sample had been clustered for
7fficiency in ,both student and parent interviewing and institutional

.111.1.11
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visits, certainty schools--those whose large number of Pell recipients made their
selection for the sample 'certaincould be anywhere and ,some "clusters" were
scattered geographically. Therefore, some of the institutions we had to schedule were

in fairly inaccessible or remote places, like Susanville, California; Trinidad, Colorado;

and Spearfish, South Dakota; otpers were located hundreds of miles from the next

nearest inst. ution's location, as was Tuscon, Arizona. We usually allowed a full day to

get from to one of these places. We assumed that a weekend was sufficient to get,

from . any one-week cluster to another. Occasionally, the schools were 4rranged

geographically in such a way that we could not avoid giving an interviewer an open. .
date even though a whole day was not needed for travel.

After clustering the institutions into one-week work loads, we grouped the
clusters into 15 regions of 6 clusters each. Each region represented onf data
collector's assignment. These regions are shown in Figure 3-1. A major consideration

in this grouping was the creation of loops which would enable a data collector to use

the same rental car for six weeks and return it to the place of origin, saving drop
charges, or taking advantage of round-trip air fares.

Once institutions had been grouped into weeks and weeks into regions, we began

assigning preferred dates to the institutions. We tried to designate two alternate

dates for each school, but this was-not always practical. Where we had several schools

to visit in a single city or within a few miles of each other, we could rotate the
preferred dates througll several days or iweek easily. In other areas, a week's work

could be reated as a loop itself, with a preferred schedule specifying travel in one
direction and an alternate schedule involving travel in the reverse direction. The final

master schedule consisted of a list of all 317 participating institutions with one
preferred and one or two alternate dates for each.

3.2.2 Schedule Confirmation

We used Westat's telephone facilities and staff to call all the institutions to
l"""-secure 'agreement on the date of our visit. Westat's telephone center includes

sophisticated switching equipment which selects the cheapest telecommunications

system (MCI, SPRINT, AT&T, etc.) for each call, sound-proofed carrels for

interviewers, and monitoring equipment. Westat has available a corps of telephone

interviewers who are experienced in following a written script, recording answers, and

tracking individual questionnaires to completion.
3-4
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To confirm each scheduled visit and collect some other information/for our data

collectors, we developed a script for the Westat telephone interviewers (Figure 3-2).
If an institution would ,not accept a visit on the preferred date or any alternate date,

the interviewer asked what dates would lie acceptable. The script also gave us an

opportunity to confirm that the data we required would be available, to reiterate our

requirements, and to give the financial aid director at each school advance notice of

some questions for which he might have to compile statistics.

Westat telephone staff immediately reported to our data collection manager
(who had a temporary office at Westat's telephone center during the scheduling period)

every case in which a school would not agree to a visit on the preferred date. These

situations required moving other schools to alternate dates or wholesale rescheduling.

We also had a script for rescheduling calls. Whenever possible, rescheduling was

limited to schools which had not yet been reached, to minimize the number of changes

and the number of times individual directors were called back.

Westat trained the scheduling interviewers. An Advanced Technology

professional staff member was assigned to monitor the scheduling calls on .a rotating

basis to cover all the interviewers; when he had time, our data collection manager also

monitored the scheduling calls. The monitors brought manor problems to the attention

of the interviewers immediately; they encountered no major problems.

A few schools which were difficult to reach were called directly by Advanced
Technology staff after the initial scheduling period had formally closed. After all
schools had agreed to visit dates,. we compiled an individual schedule for each data

collector listing the dates, places, and 'times of the visits, the names of the financial

aid directors, and the numbers of students in the main and control group samples.'

3.3 TRAINING

. Since all the field staff were experienced financial aid administrators or had
been data collectors for the fall, 1982, validation evaluation, little training was needed

on the Pell Grant Program. Therefore, it was possible to devote an entire week to

interviewing techniques and to filling out correctly*a Student Record Abstract (SRA)

for each student in the main sample. Figure 3-3 is the training schedule.



INSTITUTION CODE

INSTITUTION NAME

TELEPHONE NO. ( )

City State

PELL GRANT SCHEDULE CONFIRMATION
SPRING, 1983 INSTITUTIONAL visits

1. Good (morning/afternoon), (Mrs./Mr.) . I am

, from Westat, Inc., in Rockville, Maryland. Last fall a
representative of Advanced Technology, Inc., visited ydur institution to collect
information on a sample of your Pell Grant recipients as part of the Pell Grant
Quality Control Study. A few weeks ago Dr.,Ernst Becker, head of the Division
of Quality Assurance in the Office of Student Financial Aid, sent you a letter

describing the spring,4data collection and Ake activities Advanced Technology will

be carrying out at the sample institutions. Have you received that letter and had

a chance to read it?

YES (GO TO 3).

NO, DON'T KNOW, CAN'T RECALL (CONTINUE BELOW)

2. During April and M'ay representatives of AdVanced Technology, Inc., the prime

contractor for the study, will be visiting each of the sample institutions to
interview their financial aid directors in more detail on validation and ways to
reduce payment error in student financial aid programs. They will again be
abstracting information from the files of the students selected last fall. Those
students and their parents are also being interviewed individually; many have

already been contacted by field staff.

3. For planning purposes, we have established a tentative schedule to visit all the

institutions this spring and hope that most institutions will cooperate so we can
meet the Department of Education's deadline for our report. I have a checklist

of items to ask you regarding our visit to your institution.

FIGURE 3-2

SITE VISIT SCHEDULING SCRIPT
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3a. Our interviewer is presently scheduled to visit your institution on
at . Is that date and time acceptable to you?

YES (GO TO 3c)

NO (IF DATE UNACCEPTABLE, GO TO 3b; IF TIME ONLY

UNACCEPTABLE, CONTINUE BELOW)

What time can our visitor arrive to get in a full day's work?

(RECORD TIME). (GO TO 3c)

/".
3b. Because our interviewers have so much travelling to do, it is important

that we be able to visit all the institutions in one city or area on a single
visit. Pending confirmation from the other institutions in your area,

or would be good alternate

dates for us. Would they be acceptable to you? (IF "YES," GO TO 34 IF

"NO, " ,CONTINUE BELOW.)

Although we would prefer to interview the financi aid director at each

institution at the beginning of our visit, we could talk to an associate or
assistant director who can answer authoritatively about your institution's
policies and practices regarding Pell Grant validation and administration

and packaging of student aid; or we could begin the visit with the student

record reviews and talk to you later in the day. Could we use either of

these alternatives to keep to one of the dates I have suggested?

YES (RECORD WHICH DATE AND TIME)

NO (CONTINUE BELOW)

Keeping in mind that we have to keep a very tight schedule, what would be

the closest acceptable date to the date I originally suggested? I originally

suggested , (RECORD ALTERNATE DATE)

FIGURE 3-2 (cont'd)

SITE VISIT SCHEDULING SCRIPT.
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3c. Are 'there any local c\ holidays or school vacation periods that might -)

interfere with the date we have agreed to?
YES (CONTINUE BELOW)

NO (GO TO 4d)

Is that a local holiday which might affect other institutions in your area,
or is it specific to your institution?

HOLIDAY, MIGHT AFFECT OTHER INSTITIITIONS

SPECIFIC TO OWN INSTITUTION

Again, keeping in mind our need to visit several institutions when we are in you
area what would be the best time for our visit that would be close to the date I
originally suggested? That date was

(RECORD DATE)

4. To determine enrollment status and the amounts and dates of Pell Grant
disbursements, our interviewers often have to visit the registrar and bursar, as
well,as the student aid off Are both the reds ar and bursar located in the
same building as your office?

YES (GO TO 4b)

NO (CONTINUE BELOW)

4a. Where is the registrar's office?
(RECORD ANSWER)

Where is the bursar's office?

(RECORD ANSWER)

We would appreciate your notifying the bursar and registrar of the visit,
just in case our researcher nds to talk to them or check their records.

5. Are all the records for your institution's students on your campus, o are any of

"40

them .kept elsewhere, at a central office or branch campus?
ALL RECORDS KEPT HERE (GO TO QUESTION 6)

SOME OR ALL *RECORDS KEPT ELSEWHERE (CONTINUE WITH

/ Sa BELOW)

' 'FIGURE 3-2 (cont'd)

. SITE VISIT SCHEDULING SCRIPT
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5a. What records are kept elsewhere?

(RECORD ANSWER)

5b. Where are those records kept? (RECORD NAME AND ADDRESS OF

-OFFICE, INSTITUTION, CONSULTANT, ETC.)

5c. Whom should we contact to get access to those records?

NAME

TELEPHONE NUMBER

5d. Are the records there complete, or would we have to visit your office or,

campus also?

YES, RECORDS THERE ARE COMPLETE

WOULD HAVE TO VISIT THIS OFFICE ALSO

6. Will enrollment and Pell disbursment records be open and available to our visitor

on (DATE OF SCHEDULED VISIT) o.

YES (GO TO 7a).

NO, PELL RECORDS NOT OPEN ON THAT DATE (GO TO 6a

NO, CANNOT PERMIT OUTSIDE INSPECTION (GO TO 6b)

6a. Again, keeping in mindour,need to' visit several institutions when we are in

your part of the country, what would be 'the date(s) closest to' the date I

originally suggested on which we could visit. That date was

(RECORD DATE)

FIGURE 3-2 (cont'd)

SITE VISIT SCHEDULING SCRIPT
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6b. As the earlier correspondence explained, dye are under contract to the U.S.
Department of Education to complete this study, and, under existing
regulations, information about a stude t's financial aid may be disclosed to
authorized Education Department repr entatives without the consent of
parents or students. We did examine Pe I Grant records last fall for the
students we selected then. is there an official reason or new institutional
policy which would require you to clos the re-cords?

YES (RECORD REASON) -

kN.

(CLOSE INTERVIEW AND REFER INSTITUTION TO PROJECT

DIRECTOR.)

7a. Can you suggest where- our researcher should park his or her car and note
any special procedures to be aware of, such as checking irt, with campus'
security?

7b. Is there any particular nearby hotel or motel which you recommend to
people from out of town who are visiting your school? (DO NOT PROBE.
FOR ANSWER.TO THIS QUESTION)

FIGURE 3 -2 (cont'd)

SITE VISIT SCHEDULING SCRIPT
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8. Before ending the call, let me just give you some advance notice concerning a

couple of items our interviewer will be asking about which you might have to
look up. We will need to know how many students were selected by you and by

the. U.S. Department of Education for Pell Grant validation, how many you asked

for citizenship or residency documentation, and how many corrections were
made on the basis of Veterans AdministratiOn- ihformation. We will also be
asking about the effects of validation in termsof the number,of students whose

payMents were delayed and hoW long the average delay was. A

(IF :,RESPONDENT ASKS FOR DETAILS OR DEFINITIONS, READ THE
D.

FOLLOWING:)

Our researcher, who will be an experienced financial aid administrator, will have

the details. We just want to let you know in a general way about a couple of
questions that might -require you to look up some numbers in order to 'answer

correctly.tly.

9. Thank you for your help. Let me review the date .we haire agreed to Our

researcher will arrive on at . Is this
_-

your understanding?

?ES
, 410 (RESOLVE)

A

Our researcher will call you from the field a few days before arrival in order to

confirM the visit..

FIGURE 3-2 (cont'd)

SITE VISIT SCHEDULING SCRA)T_..
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8:15 - 8:30
8:30 - 9:15

TRAINING PROGRAM:-

PELL GRANT QUALITY.CONTROi:015DY

9:15 - 9:30

9:30 - 9:45

9:45 - 10:00

10:00 - 10:15
ry

10:15 - 10:36% Break

Monday, April 4.

AGENDA
t

Coffee

W'.

General Welcome, -Introductions and Overview of
Traihing Week - Mr: Richard .Tornbaught Advanced
Technology'

Introduction to- Advanced TechnolOgy! Dr. Alex
Ratnofsky, Advanced Technology '-

IntrodUCtion and .BackgrOund of Pell Quality
Control Study .4 Mr. Ernst BeCker; lieliartment of
Education

Overview of Stage III Quality Control Activities - Mt.
Carol Miller, Advanced Technology,. , and Mr. Bob
Learmonth, Westat
Overview of Data Collectors' Tasks and Responsibilities -
Richard Tombaugh

10:80 - 12:15

1 12:15 - 1:00
1:00 - 1:15

1:15 - 3:00

Conducting the InstitutiOnali Interview With the FAA -,
Richard Tombaugh

Lunch

Review of Tr ning Manual - NU. Tracy O'Connor,
Advanced Tech logy

Detailed Itern y-Item Examination of Institutioral-,
Interview Form 4 Mr. John:Ne'W, Advanced Technology.

Break
4 'I

Demonstration of °Insti nterview - Carol Miller
and Richard Tornim

,Review Answers ffom Demonstration Interview; Group
Practice: Beginning the Interview, Answering Respondent
Questions, and Asking the Interview Questions - Carol
Miller and Richard Tombaugh

FIGURE 3-3
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8;30 930,

9:30 - 10:30

10:30 - 10:45

10:45 - 12:15

12:15 - 1+11-,

1:00 - 2:00

200 L 3:00

3

300 '3:15

.3:15 ,- 4:15

415 - 500

5:00 - 5:30

Tuesday. April 5

Coffee, and 1çhotos

Role Playing 1 Institutional, Interview with Trainees in
Pairs

Acting Out of Institutional_Interview; Trainers Playing'
Difficult Respondents with Trainees' .as Interviewers to
Practice Probing and Handling Difficult Situations -Carol
Miller, Richard Tombaugh, and Dr. Albert Parker," Advanced Technology

Break and ID Photos

Detailed Item-by-Item Examination .of Student Record
Abstract. and Specifics of Completing °M?diraCt's - John
Neely

Lunch

Distribution of Hypothetical Student Financial Aid Record
File; Perusal of Sample Forms Likely tbe Found in
Student Aid Files; Review of Federal Tax Forms - Richard
Tombaugh

Practice Completing a Student Record Abstract Using
Data from Hypothetical Student Files

Break.

PraCtiCe Completing a Second Student Record Abstract

Abstracting the Atypical Student 'Record - Richard
-Tombaugh

, '

Completion of Business Forms and As.sociated.PaPerwork
- Tracy O'Connor anclitanice Grant'

Evening Assignment: Student Record Abstract (Practice,Three)

FIGURE 3-3 (cont'd)

TRAINING SCHEDULE
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8:15 - 8:30

8:30 - 9:15

9:15 - 10:15

10:15 - 10:30

10:30 - 11:00

11:00 - ur

12:00 - 1:00

1:00 - 2:00

2:00 - 2:30

2:30 - 3:30

3:30 - 3:45

3:45 - 4:00

4;00 - 5:00

'Wednesday, April 6

Coffee

Review of Answers for Tuesday Evening Assignment :-
Richard Tombaugh

Practice Completing a Fourth Student Record Abstract

Break

Discussion of Institution Control Group Activities - Albert
Parker

Role Playing of Resolution/Exit Interview with FAA -
Carol Miller and Richard Tombaugh

Lunch

Explanation ,of Shipping and ,Receiving of Data Collection
Materials, Editing and Post-Interview Procedures - Jahn
Neely

Explanation of Wha Hapi3ens' to Completed ,',Data
Collection Forms Upon Return to Project Office: Log-in
of Forms, interview Verification, Coding, Keypunching,'
and Data Processing - James Southwick, Charles
Schueller, and Dr. Dan Geller, Advanced Technology

Explanation of Tr,y0I: Avangernents - - Cash Advances,
iHotel Reservatdrii, -:krline Tickets, Car Rental

Procedures, and ,Ekpense' Reports; Discussion of Field
Reporting anogititicipAiteo Problems - Tracy O'Connor and
Albert Parka:T. -.-

Break

Description of Thursday, April 7, Field Practice - Richard
Tombaugh

Practice Completing a Fifth Student Record Abstract

FIGURE 3-3 (cont'd)
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9:00 - 12:00

. .

Thursday, Arica 7.

Review of Pilot Data Collection for Campus-Based
Programs -_ Richard, Tombaugh (Justice, Alvarez, and
Finch only)

Field Practice at the FollowingI Area Institutions:

Arnqric-an University
Washington, D.C.

Computer Learning Center (afternoon only)
Springfield, VA

George Washington University
Washington, D.C.

Georgetown University
Washington, D.C.

Montgomery Community College
Rockville, MD

Montgomery Community College
Takoma Park, MD

Howard University
Washington, D.C.

FIGURE 3-3 (cont'd)
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8:15 - 8:30 Coffee

8:30 - 10:00

Friday, April 8

Detailed Review of Previous Day's Field Practice - -
Discussions of Experience, Answers to Trainee Questions,
Advice on How to Handle Problem Situations - Richard

o Tombaugh

10:00 - -10:15 SUmmary - Carol Miller

10:15 - 11:45 Confirmation Calls to First Week's Institutions

11:45 - 12:45 Lunch

12:45 - 2:00 Issuing of Cash Advances; Trip to Bank for Traveler's
Checks

2:00 - 3:00 Recap of Training Week; Completion of Paperwork;
Answering of Questions

-,.

FIGURE 3-3 (cont'd)
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'3.3.l Manuals

We produced twl instruction books for the data collectors: a Data Collector
Training Manual and Question-by-Question Specifications. We also distributed to the

data collectors for reference in the field the Pell Grant Validation Handbook and two
booklets published for OSFA's Student Financial Assistance Training Program: Aid
Administrator's Guide to IRS Forms and Sch9dules and Index of Regulations. The

Training Manual covered general data collection procedures, specific procedures for

this study, and travel and accounting arrangements, but not how to code specific items

on the data collection forms; that was the province of the Question-by-Question
Specifications.

3.3.2 Interviewer Training

Since our data collectors had considerable experience in reviewing Student Aid

Reports (SARs), income tax forms, and other documents in student aid files, but little

or no experience in conducting structured interviews, we devoted a greater proportion

of the training to the interview than the amount of time required for it in the field
would suggest.

During the first day of the training week, 'we introduced the data collectors to
general interviewing procedures with a sound and slide presentation developed by

Westat for interviewer training, made a detailed, item -by -item presentation of the
institutional interview form, and staged a demonstration interview with senior project

staff playing the parts of interviewer and financial aid director. The second day of
training included opportunities for each data collector to practice an interview, with
another data collector playing the role of financial aid director, and a demonstration

by project staff of how to handle three types of difficult situations: a hostile,
uncooperative respondent, a voluble respondent who wandered off into long but
irrelevant answers, and a taciturn respondent who had to be asked to expand or explain

brief, cryptic answers. We also staged a demonstration of the exit interview in which

data collectors were to attempt to resolve certain problems which they had uncovered

when they filled out the Student Record Abstracts (SRAs). This demonstration was

important because there was no specified form or script for this exit interview.



3.3.3 Student Record Abstract Training

Although our field staff had plenty of experience with the student aid forms and
validdtion documents from which they were to collect the data on individual students,
they needed training in filling out and editing our forma so that everyone would collect
tile same information in a format that could be coded easily at the project office.
Therefore, we went over the SRA in detail, one item at a time, defining exactly what
information we wanted, explaining what documentation we desired, discussing possible
problems, and answering questions. The most important part of the training was a
series of exercises in which we gave the data" collectors student aid files for fictional
students from which to practice filli9g out SRAs. We then reviewed the data and how
they should have been entered on the form. Mr. Richard Tombaugh also conducted a

special training session on some of the unusual situations which might be encountered,'
in the field.

3.3.4 Site Visit Practice
ti

co the fourth day of the training')veek, vie ent the data''c011ector&,in groups of
two or three to seven local institutions which were not inclUded the samOle;:each

. . .

group was accompanied by a member of the project staff. The purpose of these visits
was to give the data collectors an opportunity to practice the interview and
completion of several SRAs under conditions which more closely approximated what

they would encounter in the field.

We had arranged beforehand to interview the financial aid director or Pell Grant
manager at each practice site. Each of the two or three data collectors did part of
the interview. We had also asked the financial aid director to pull several files at
random for each data collector. These were not a scientific sample but did provide
practice with real files and, at some sites, computerized record systems.

On the day after the practice, the last day of the training, we held a discussion
and evaluation of the practice at which the data collectors shared the lessons they had
learned and the project staff answered questions.



3.4 FIELD SUPERVISION

Extensive field supervision of the data collection staff ensured that we became
aware of problems and resolved them promptly. Field supervision included regularly
scheduled calls to the field supervisor from the data collectors; unscheduled calls to
the field supervBor for the resolution of specific problems; field visits to all data.,
collectors by senior project staff; validation calls to a sample of the institutions
visited by each data collector; and calls to data collectors for resolution of problems
revealed by editing.

3.4.1 Scheduled Calls

Each data collector had a regular time at which to call the field supervisor each
week, regardless of time zone- or whatever else the data collector was doing.
(Exceptions were made only for interviews which interfered with the call because of
time zone differential.) The scheduled call was an opportunity for the data collector to
raise any problems which had not required immediate consultation with the project
staff, including prospective problems uncovered by calls to institutions to confirm
appointments. It also gave the field supervisor a chance to discuss problems with the
data collector, especially those which had appeared during editing at the project office
but were not serious enough to demand an immediate call, such as items omitted on
the SRA which required a call from the Ara collector to the institution. The field

supervisor also informed the data collectors abotrt errors in the completion of SRAs
which did not require calling the institutions for further data, such as inadequate field
editing. The coders had forms for this purpose which they could place in each data
collCctor's file. The field supervisor h4d a checklist of potential problem areas to
review with the data collector's each week.

3.4.2 Technical Liaison

Calls from the data collectors to the field supervisor were more frequent than
reg arly scheduled calls, especially during the early weeks of the study. These dealt

with unique or unusual situations at particular institutions which had not been covered
during training, and concerned the SRA almost exclusively. How to answer a
particular question often depended on the purpose of the question or how the data
would be used in analysis, so the field supervisor checked often with the manager for
data analysis or other project analysts.
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3.4.3 Monitoring

A member of the project management or analysis staff visited every one of the

data collectors during the first eight days in the field to observe how they interviewed

financial aid directors and completed SRAs. The visits were made by the project
manager, the deputy project manager, the manager for analysis, and a project analyst.

A
They monitored the new data collectors (those who had not worked on the project ip

the fall of 1982) during the fic.Ft week, and, the .three returning data collectors on the

first three days of the second week:

During these monitoring visits, the monitors answered questions which had not

arisen durifig training, corrected some minor errors in completion of the SRAs, and

made other ,suggestions to the data collectors. They found no systematic errors or any

problems comparable to those which had led us to'pull a data collector from the field

during the ,fall.

3.4.4 Validation
e4f-f%:

Monitoring visits, yeks.ttob expensive to do more than once as- long as no major

problems were discove4IY As a continuing check on the performance of the data
collectors and a source ,of feedback from a different ,perspective, we instituted
telephone validation. InVetecond week of the field period, a professional projeCt

staff member ealte.d every. one of the financial aid directors who had been viskeif
. / ,

during the...lirpt: week an Ministered a brief questionnaire which included an open-

ended Aet.0.SbOut 4 :.eollector's performance (Figure 3-4). Each `week
,

thereaftef,tive: ,half of the financial aid directors who had been visited in

the previOel-Wie

;
No prob/en-q;syere-,u1icdvser0,0 by this monitoring. The responses to the final

open-ended ',qUes"ticiti, praised .';`th4 professionalism, knowledgeability, and coopera-

tiveness of th\data C011ector&:-,'. None of the financial aid administrators who were

interviewed raiieclAtity,prp§teMsWith the data collectors or objected to the way they
L. c.

did their jobs. ';
e
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Intery wer

Institu4itio Visited

PELL GRANT QC PROJECT
SPRING, 1983 DATANCOLLECTION

INTERVIEWER VALIDATION REPORT

Financial Aid Administrator,

Telephone Number

Date of Visit

Ar

Validation Calls (Enter call-back time in next column)

Date:

Time:

Hello, this is (YOUR NAME) from Advanced Technology, Inc. In order to assure
the quality of the data collected for the Pell Grant study we are doing for the
Department of Education, we are calling the participating institutions to evaluate the
perform..-ice of our fieldpersonnel.

On was scheduled to interview
Date of visit Name of Interviewer

you and collect some data from some pf your studentfiles.

1. Did (he/she) arrive on time?

1. Yes
2. No

2. Did (he/she) present (his/her) credentials?

1. Yes
2. No

3. Did (he/she) conduct the interview with you in a professional manner?

1. Yes
2. No - -What in particular did you find unprofessional about (his/her)

conduct?

FIGURE 3-4

INTERVIEWER VALIDATION REPORT
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4. Was (he/she) able to answer any questions you or your staff had about the study?

1. Yes
2. No----x-What was the question (he/she) could not answer?

5. Was (he/she) careful with your files and cooperative with your staff?

1. Yes
2. No-0- What problems did (he/she) cause?

6. Did (he/she) conduct an exit interview with you or one of your professional staff,
or offer to?

1. Yes
2. No

7. Do you have any further comments about (his/her) performance, or any
suggestions to pass onto (him/her)? (RECORD COMMENTS)

FIGURE 3-4 (cont'd) -°

INTERVIEWER VALIDATION REPORT
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3.4.5 Problem Resolution

Whenever possible, data collection problems revealed by editing of SRAs were

resolved through calls to the responsible data collectors. Sometimes they remembered
the circumstances at a particular institution and were able to provide additional
information immediately. In other ,cases, they had to call the institutions themselves.

`J
Having the data collector, rather than a member of the central project staff, call the
institution had two advantages. First, the data collector, was already known at the
institution, knew which specific office or staff member to call, and knew the records
system, Second, going back to the data collectors emphasized to them the seriousness
of getting complete and accurate data and created an incentive for avoiding future

mistakes.

The most common problem which required recontacting the school was ambiguity
In cost-of-attendance data. Some schools had unusual ways of calculating this figure
which were not absolutely clear to data collectors during the visit. In a ew cases,

necessary SRA data had not been reported in full.

3.4.6 Financial Reporting and Cost Management

Advanced Technology instituted a set of strict cost-reimbursement policies and -

explained them to the data collectors during training. Data collectors were required

to submit comprehensive weekly expense statements with receipts and daily expense

logs. When these reports were late, pay checks were not forwarded to data collectors'

accounts,. In a few instances, the field/supervisor asked about unusual expenses during

weekly calls; he also notified data collectors about non-reimbursable expenses at that

time.. Non-reimbursable expenseS were rare and consisted mostly of personal
telephdne calls which had gone over the daily limit.

We required data collectors to notify us of travel changes beforehand. Most

changes were to the financial advantage of the project. Because we had iecruited

data collectors nationally, we had several who were ,working near their homes and

found it convenient to go home on weekends, saving us hotel bills and reimbursement

for meals. Once they got to the cities they would be visiting, some data collectors,

found hotels that were both closer to their schools and cheaper than the ones our
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travel agent had been able to reserve at a distance. In general, the field staff were
quite cost - conscious and were willing to save the study 'money when they could.

3.4.7 Schedule' f.hanges

BecaUse -the initial scheduling round had required changes in the ates for some

schoolsi-sometimes more than oncewe required approval by the field s4ervisor (who
had also managed the scheduling) for any field:Changes. Data collectors in general
were busy enough that they needed all the time we had allocated for each visit, ancr',
they rat4ly requested permission to change their schedules. granted approval for
minor schedule changes in three Instances.

3.5 EXPANSION Ofer2ONTRQL GROUP DATA

After the study had gone into the field, ED requested that more data be
collected on the control group sample than had been: planned and than the control
group data collection form would accommodate. Advanced Technology agreed to
collect these data by using selected questions from the Sfudent Record Abstract,
beginning with the institutions scheduled to be visited on Monday, April 18, the
beginning of the second week of data collection.

We were able to telephone all 15 field staff to tell them about this change in
procedure. We carefully explained which questions of the SRA should be answered for

the control group students. We also sent a printed field memorandum (Figure 3-5), but

this could not reach all the data collectors by April 18.

The data collectors were reporting difficulty in completing' their assignments

within the time allowed; the extra time required to fill out a large part of the SRA
rather than the original control group, form promised to prevent them from
maintaining their schedules. Therefore, we made arrangements to hire and train
auxiliary data collectors to make separate visits to any institutions with control group

.. .

samples of five or more and complete the control group data collection there.
Through the deputy project director's personal contacts, we hired a retired financial
aid director and one-whose school was tempoi-arily closed. They came to the project\

,
office f r three days of training which included a field practice and covered the entire
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PELL GRANT QUALITY CONTROL PROJECT
SPRING, 1983 DATA COLLECTION

FIELD MEMO #3

The, following items make explicit the new proCedure for the Institution Control
1:.

Group (ICG).

Draw field samples as originally planned.

Do not fill out the white, 4-page, ICG form; instead, used the blank SkAs,
filling out the following items:

Q1 rQ8 (01 of page 2)
Q14 from the ICG (write or tape to inside of front cover facing page

,'Q45.-Q.47 (bottom of page. 12)
Q48.-Q56;(seCtiorii pages 15-17)
Q62 to ehd (pages 21t36),

CoP the student name, student study ID, and student's SS,N (iteMs 1, 3; 4)
fro the ICG to the front of the SRA.

Write :"ICG" in the top right corner on the front of each SRA you use' in
1 e of an ICG formy

W will plan to send an "aide" to any school where you have 5. or more ICG
st dents already selected. iitides will go, into the:field on May 2. We will
tr to get aides to schools -.7ith 5 or rriore:ICOS .dtiring your visits; schools
yo visited between April 18 and April kii''Visited by aides between
May nd May 20.

We;iWill,Pjan on your completing SRAS in place of ICG forms at any school.
whee rvo6 have 4- or .fewer ICGs.

If you have time to do all the 1cGs at a school with 5 or more, please do_ so
and tell Albert Parker about it.

Since gD may change its mind again, do not dispose of ICGs until you have
completed a school; we may switch back to them. Do not send unused ICGs
to the project office.

FIGURE 3-5

FIELD MEMORANDUM ON
CONTROL GROUP DATA COLLECTION
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0

SRA, equipping.them to assist the primary data collectors with the main sample when
necessary..

We had a tentative schedule for these auxiliary-data collectors whibh consisted
e

mostly of schools whichc.,had not yet visited by the .primary data collectors. It

eventually developed that the primary data collectors were able to complete all of
their control group forms at many of the schools where we had expected therh to'need
help Evidently,. they became experienced' enough with the SRA to have sufficient
time to undertake the added burden of theexpanded control group data In order to
reduce travel time and costs and limit data collector travel fatigue, we tried to
schedule the auxiliary visits to the remaining large schools on a regional basis. This-

required in two instances that the auxiliary data collector visit the institution before
the primary data collector did the interview. At six institutil,, the auxiliary data.,
collector!s .vtSit was concurrent 3i.rith the primary data collector's. At another) four "
institutions, the 'auxiliary data ile'ctor completed the control group' forms after the
Primary data CollectOr hadlett4 ;

3.6 FIELD PERSONNEL PROBLEMS

- During the data collection period, several problems arose which required
personnel reassignment and other management -decisions. During the .recruitment. of
. .

data collectors, we had identified one fully-qualified candidate who was unable to

Spend a full six weeks in the afield but who' was available for shorVIerm-emergency,
situations; we Made extensive use of her time.

One of the candidates whom we hap offered, a position declined it onithe
Thursday before the training week. Although we were able to recruit a replacement,
he could not go into the field until the Friday of the second week of data collection

. .

due to other commitments. He participated in the training and the substitute covered
his schools for the first nine working days.

In the middle of the third week, ,a data collector notified us that shewoUld hail;
to resign becauSe of the :critical illnesS'Ofaa family member. Our sUbstitute 'too* over
her region for the fourth, and sixth Keeks of .the :dataCollection period,'bUt4as
rehictant to stay in the field for three full- Weeks.. - The decreased need lOrittle
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auxiliary data collectors was 'evident by then; we trained one of "them in interviewing
gas well as SRA completion and scheduled him to fill i'lVfof the fifth- week of the' field
period.-s,

One of our data.tollectors became. ill herself. She was able to get, home at the
,

end of the third week andwas advised by her physician not to work for a few days at
%Oast. We sent a proleCt analyst to do the data collect*. at her next institution.. .

. Fortunately, she recovered'and was able to resume her ihkule., after missing only
,.<

that one institution. i;

3.7 DEBRIEFING

6

We brought all but one of, the data tollectors.back.to-'the project office on the
.

Saturday after the last week of the field' period for .a 'debriefing (the absent data
collector had a family emergency but. submitted an, extensive written report). Dr.

David Iwamoto and:Ms. Jean Saunders frOrn'the Department of Education observed the

morning sessions, which were concerned "with substantive Pell Grant issues. Seven

members of the AdvanCed Techtiology professional project staff also attended.

About a week before' the debrigleng each data collector had' received a -formal
debriefing agenda (Figure (3 -6) which listed th topics for. discussion. During regular

telephone superifisiori.calls, we asked them all to make informal, written notes of what
they thought. ;theY: should talk about at. he debriefing. These notes would focus their

.

attention and stirmflate them to Organize their thoughts, thus enabling them to usettii.
debr' ling time more efficiently. The notes' would also redude the possibility that
important items woUld'be'bverlooked or omitted. We collected notes from nine of the
fifteen participants. :4`

,,'The debriefing agendl was 'designed to permit. free discussion by the data
collectors while ensuring that all iniportant topics "were covered. Each session was
moderated by the project staff member most cloSely concerned with the topic.thrihigh
experience or project responsibility. Session modera,tors intervened when necessary to
give every data collector a chance to participate and direct the drscussion to agenda
topics that Auld not otherwise 'have arisen.

3
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8:30 - 805

8:35 -, 9:15

PELL GRANT QUALITY CONTROL PROJECT
SPRING, 1983 DATA COLLECTION,.

DEBRIEFING' AGENDA
Saturday, May 21, 1983

Introd4oSiza_and purpose of debriefing - Carol Miller

*Institutional Validation - Dan Geller

Extent of institutional validation
- Which schools do and vihich don't

4/;- What types of students
:1-Exemplary procedures

Non-exemplart procedures (what not to do)

al

9:15 - 9:45 *Institutional Error = Dan Geller. ;.

Award calculation error, including-payment schedule look-up
Monitoring satisfactory academic progress and enrollment

.status

9:45 - 10:00 *Financial Aid Records - Dan Geller

Completeness of records at financial aid offic
Paper records ,

Access to computer files maintained by other offices
Completeness of validation 'documentation
- Tax returns
- Social Security and VA benefits..
- . Other documentation

10:00 - 10:15 BREAK

10:15- 10:45 *Disbur.,ements John Neely

Frequency and method of disbursements
;Recovery of overpayments
Accommodation of validation delays

Extent of payment delays
a,. Methods of accommodation

10:45 - 11:15 *Financial Aid Packaging - John Neely
r

General reactions by FAAs to packaging questions
Variations in use of non-Pell aid
Adjustments fol Pell overawards and underaWards

FIGURV. 3-6 ft

DEBRIEFING AGENDA

.
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0

201

..1

o

11:15 1 11:45 *Campus-Bed Programs*Richard.Tombaugh
".!"

46 Additional observations about Campus-Based

11:45-o12:15 LUNCH

4 12:15- 12:4Q, ar Data Collection Instruments - John Neely

I , Pr9blern items
a.* Format improvements

1111 1CG Forms
,e

12:40- .1:0 040 Trifning Program - Richard Tombaugh

" Differences between Pell and Campus-Based

li0() - 1:15

',,Effectiveness of training materials:
Manuals
Exercises 4*

Practice Visit
- Effectiveness of training on:

Conducting the interviews
'Dealing with different kinds of records
Clock-hour schools'
Difficult respondents and situatipns
'Answering questions about the study

I

Analysis of Data - Dan Geller

Summary of findings to date
Quality of data coded so far

1:15 - 1:45 Logistics - Albert Parker

II Itineraries (hotel, air, and car arrangements), schedules
) Supervision

- Field monitoring
- Validation feedback

Call-in procedures
Material support
- Expense advances and paychecks

Field memos
Forms resupply

1:45 - Completion Finil Busies Close-Out - Tracy O'Connor

Reconciliation of final expense repo its ,

Collection of unused tickets and materials.and 6f car rental
records .s
Distribution of homeward airline tickets

e.

*These sessions will be documented.

FIGURE 3-6 (cont'd) .

bEBRIEFING AGENDA
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The substantive morning sessions were taped. We compiled a transcript of these
sessions to augment the written notes submitted by the data collectors and to use as
an additional source in program analysis. A project staff member also took extensive
written notes during the entire debriefing. The morning debriefing sessions were the
subject of a report, which included the transcript of all the taped sessions.*

The afternoon debriefing sessions were devoted to topics relating to the
administration of the data collection--instrumentation, training, and logistics--and to
final business arrangements with the data collectors. The afternoon sessions will

provided a basis for improvement of future data collection efforts.

s

O

*Advanced Technology, Inc.Report on Debriefing of Spring Data Collectors for
Stage, Three of the Pell Grant Quality Control Study," June, 1983.
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4.

STUDENT AND PARENT DATA COLLECTION

Westat collected data during the Spring of 1983 from a nationally representative
sample of 4,109 Pell Grant recipients and their parents. The sample of students was
selected from 317 participating institutions.

This chapter discusses the following aspects of the field data collection effort:

Organization of the field force

Supervisory and interviewer training

Field operations

The Automated Survey Control System (ASCS)

4.1 ORGANIZATION OF THE FIELD FORCE

To manage the Pell Grant interviewing staff and to coordinate field operations,
Westat divided the 48 states into 7 supervisory regions (see Figure 4-1). Five of the
seven supervisors had also been supervisors on the previous round of Pell Grant
(formerly BEOG) data collection in 1981. The other two supervisors had extensive
interviewing and supervisory experience on other, similar studies. The supervisors

reported directly to the Westat field director, who in turn, reported to the Westat
project director.

Regional supervisors and their assistants began recruiting interviewers in

December, 1982; Primary sources for recruitment inquded Westat's:ff omputerized
interviewer file, including the file of previous BEOG interviewers; supervisors' local
contacts; local emOloyment 'agencies; and, when necessary, newspaper' ertisements.

The location of sampled institutions and the number (butinot necessari y the location)
of students'and parents associated with each institution tvere known' at the time of
recruitment. Westat used this information as a basis 4or identifying desirable
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FIGURE 4-1

WESTAT SUPERVISORY REGIONS FOR r-
STUDENT-PARENT INTERVIEWING 6i



locations for interviews. When interviewer training began on February 14, 1983, 142
,

interviewers had been recruited and ;invited to training.

4.2 SUPERVISOR AND INTERVIEWER TRAINING

Westat carried out .a training program at its home office for regional supervisors.
Training sessions for individual interviewers were held at four sites throughpikt the
United States.

The five superVis'ors, Whb:had, worked on the previous round of the Pell Grant
Study were sent the .gtudy Materials and the revised Supervisor's Manual. They were
instructed to reviek and stUdvihese materials and discuss any questions or problems
with the field directcir,:. '

I f.
The'two neW supervisors' arrie to WeStht's corporate.heilquarters for training on

February 7-9, 1983,.:They, also were sent study materials ,t(ip',.! iew drier to coming for

training... At the training, projecillitaff reviewed the and purposes of the study;

, discu§sed all study smaterials,.and :presented the resp ,,ilitiei of ,the ',Supervisor. An -

impOrtant part of training was instructing the supervi rs on hoW,tck use the ASCS and
, .

giving them time to ,Practice with the system. 'like final, day :Was,spent with the .

Westat supervisor in Baltimore. This field trip.,Wa organized to give;. the new .
,Supervisors'the;OppOrtunity to see how an experierked supervisor' organized Her office

for the Pell Grant' study; and to discuss with her thiek::prOblems' and details of the
supervisors job.2,

a

2

.The goal of Westat's `interviewer training sessions was to develop and-hone the.
interviewing Skills Of the potential interviewers to enable them. to. collect ,suiVey7data.

.

ih. a uniform and professiOnal manner. Interyiewers were instructed-..ivi`,ikee
areas: general interviewing techniques, field procedures specific to this'Studj4, 4nd

understanding .of the. and use of the survey instruments, The greatestamOunt o

training time "wai..devoted to questionnaire-related issues, such as keSentations-O
question specifications and subsequent role playing of practice intervieW5, for which
mock respondents used a scripted answer guide.

A total of 141 trainees were trained in one of four sessions, lasting four-
%.q

days. ,During the first week (February 15-18), training was held in Philadelphia and:St:..
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Louis; during the second week (February 22-25), training was held in Nashville and San
Diego. Two training teams led these sessions--both teams having prepared their
presentations and strategies together during the week of February 7. This joint
preparation, combined with the use of a scripted Trainer's Manual, helped to maximize

consistency within and between these two teams.

Westat based interviewer training for the Pell Grant survey on a,:training plan
which the company had developed and refined for other large-scale survey's. Training

techniques included home study of a programmed text, interactive lectures to the
entire group, and role playing (administration of a mock interview complete with
documentation). Central to the ',fraining plan was the subdivision of the group of
trainees into small groups of approximately 10 trainees who received individual
attention from the' group leader. The field supervisors'. functioned as group leaders
during training so that they were able to observe and assist the interviewers they
would later supervise. Additional trainers also acted as group leaders and reported the
'fOgress- of each trainee to the, supervisors at the end of each day of training.

Trainees who sUccesifUlly,.completed''a practice interview the final exam, and who
received positive evaluations -from the
assignments at training.

4.3 FIELD OPERATION*

group leader were given their initial

In general, the field work went very ,,smoothly. Supervisors had scheduled
conferences with each interviewer at least once a week, or more freqpently if
necessary. Similarly, the supervisors were scheduled to report to the field director at
least weekly, although interaction between the home office and supervisors occurred
almost daily.

Assignments to interviewers were made by each supervisor on an "as needed"
basis. Most interviews received new assignments weekly. The supervisors monitored
the number of assignments being worked on by each interviewer so that no interviewer
had a backlog of more than a week's work. Interviewers were encouraged to schedule
their appointments so that each week they would work a minimum, of 20 hours. They
were also encouraged to schedule student interviews first, since the students were
much more likely to become unavailable as the field period extended into May, when
many institutions end their spring terms and begin summer vacation.

4-4
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In many cases, the interviewers had reasonably current addresses for the
students that they were- assigned. Most were easily tracked through student
directories or the local phone book, If a student could not be located through
conventional means, the interviewer referred the assignment back to the supervisor.
The superivsor then called the appropriate office in the., institaion, such as the Student
Affairs Office, to acqpire a current address.

, .

n scheduling interviews with students, interviewers occasionally were told by a
student that they had never received a Pell Grant. 'This is not surprising since students
were sampled from both the recipient file at the school and the pending file of
students who had been determined to be eligibleiut who had not,Yet received a grant.
Such cases were referred to` ,-.the supervisor, who called the financial aid, administrator

at the school to verify that the student was not a Pell Grant recipient.

Up to five telephone and three in-person attempts to obtain an appOintment with
each studenf or parent were.required. Most appointments, however,, were successfully
made in fewer contact attempts:;

Although student respondent's were generally,,,located. near the sampled ,.

iniitution, Parent respondents Were scattered throughout the entire country. This:

meant that at some point, some interviewers had to traver to respondents located in
far away places. Assignments of this type Were held and alloWed to accumulate until

_the last few weeks of the field period. At .that point, supervisors coordinated
interviewer travel plans with the field director,,and the interviewers were sent out to
conduct the interviews. Because of the dispersion of, these parent interviews, they
were often conducted by an interviewer different than the one who conducted the
corresponding student interivew.

This procedure was not followed for 261 parents of independent students who
lived distant from any interviewer. Documents for these interviews were shipped to
the Westat Telephone Center, where the interviews were completed. Since the
interview with such parents was very short, we considered this to be a satisfactory
way to reduce interviewing costs without jeopardizing the quality of the data
collected.



4.4 THE AUTOMATED SURVEY CONTROL SYSTEM (ASCS)

f

An integral part of field management on the Pell Grant Study was the computer-
assisted management system known as ASCS. The ASCS operated through small
computer terminals located irk the supervisor' homes and connected through telephone
lines td a computer. A similar terminal was located in Westat's home office for use by
the field 'director. Each Liseek the supervisors would enter 'information on field
progress into the system, a d on a regular basis the terminal would print, out summary,
reports on survey progres . The system was also used to transmit and receive
messages to and from the h me office, as well as among the regional supervisors.

. .

The ASCS generated/ three reports which werlisea`by the Regional Supervisors.'

ASCS Report #1, the Supervisor Interview Report, listed the identification numbers of
1all cases currently assigned to an interviewer. Each week the system generated a new

#Report 1 for each intenfiewer. This report served as a record of assignments givd was
discussed during the wee ly supervisor/interviewer conference. ASCS Report74 also

twas generated weekly Ind presented production information on -alLinterviewers. It

provided information s ch as response rate, hours and expenses per completed
Iinterview, and cost per completed interview. ASCS Report #5 presented totals

- ,

showing the current &
,I

position of all cases in a region. ' A review of this report
provided an accurate, erall picture of a region's progress in completing the survey.

In addition to th se reports, the ASCS was capable of generating 1.4 more reports
for use by home office staff. These reports were used to monitor nationwide survey
progress and provided detailed information about different respondent types (e.g.,
dependent students parents of dependent students).

.
4.5 SECONDARY ATA COLLECTION

Some of the i ems on the Pell Grant application that was filled out by each of
the students in the Sample were verified using an independent source. The purpose of
acquiring secondary! data was to verify.; income and asset information with "harder"
documentation tha4 the self-reported income and asset data provided by the student or

I

parani-, drOng the /interview. The major source of secondary, data, used to verify
I

incorne variables, was the Internal Revenue Service. Other sources were Financial
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fvv--Institution Records (FIR), used to verify amounts deposited Os'ay.ings and, Checking
accounts; and Tax Assessor Records (TAR) used td verify th i Nialue.,0 for a

percent subsample of homeowners.

The secondary data collection lagged behind 'the:field int6'
weeks, because the necessitybf acquiring additional data, was
through each student or parent interview..., /1

4.5:1 IRS Tax Rettitns

44

Westat made arrangements with .IRS to acquire copies of each respondent's tax
returns for the 1981 tax year 1fOr 'those who filed a 1040 or 1040A) or a' notification
from the IRS that a particular respondent's 1981 tax return was not found. If the IRS
could not find a return, we assumed tilat the respondent .probably did not file a 1981
return.

iring by, several
tV 'determined

The procedure specified by the IRS required that a release form be signed by
, .

each *taxpayer authorizing Westat to obtain copies of the tax payer's 1981 return. IRS
Form 4506 is the release form used for that purpose. Westat used a specially modified
version of Form 4506 for the Pell grant project.

IRS Forms 4506' were sent to each of the student's and parents in the sample prior

to the interview, with instructions to fill out the form and retUrn it to Westat. At the
end of the interview, the interviewer asked the respondent to sign another Form 4506.
While this double procedure produced many duplicate release forms, it, ensured more
complete coverage than might be expected by using a single method.

Westat sent 6,145 original Forms 4506 to the IRS service centers, which returned
6,032 to Westat.. Of the 6,032 returned, usable copies of tax returns were obtained for
4,007 survey respondents, the remainder (2,025) represented presumed non-filers for
,whom no returns could be found.

r
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4.5.2 Financial Institution Records e

During the. in-person interview, respondents who reported having more than
$4,000 in checking or savings acoUnt'S at the time of application for a Pell Grant were
asked to sign a release form for each account so that Westat could obtain the balance
on those accounts directly. (A small number of respondents who did onot know the

e

value of their accounts were also asked to sign releases.) As the releases were
received at Westat, they were logged in and the date of application for each release
was added to the forms. They were then sent to the .financial institution with a cover
letter explaining the study and a self-addressed envelope. Considerable telephone

follow-up was required to persuade institutions to reply. Of the 392 releases that were
Jr!

sent to financial institutions, 365 were returned to Westat.

4.5.3 Tax Assessor Records (TAR)

For a.25 percent sample of homeowners (among parents of dependent students
and irldependent students who reported owning homes, at the time of application), the
local tax asessor's office was contact, by mail. -NI acquire home value. As with the

FIRS, considerable telephone followup was required, both to identify the appropriate
jurisdiction and to encourage a reply. Westat sent 365 forms to tax assessors; 364
were returned. 'However, since some of these 364 homeowners were later found to be
ineligibile (either the student did not receive a grant or did not attend the school
where sampled), 349 TARS were included in the data file.
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5,
DATA PROCESSING

s-

This chapter ekplains not, only the automated data processing procedures used at
Advanced Technology and Westat, but also the premachine processing, that is, manual
coding and editing. Quality control procedures for the required software are also
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Data for the project were derived from nine different sources, with different
record and file structures and requiring differint amounts and levels of processing to
be used for analysis and production of pe final report. The nine data sources were:

Student Questionnaires (SQ)

Parent Questionnaires (PQ)

Student Record Abstracts (SRA)

Institutional Interriew Forms or. Questionnaires (IQ)

Institution Control,Group Forn4 (ICG)

Computed Applicant Reco'rds of',;$tudent Aid RepOr't

Tax Assessor Records (TAR)

Financial Institution Records (FIR)

Internal Revenue Service 1040/1040A F6rms

Westat, Inc., administered the Student and Parent Questionnaires, collected "
, . - IV

TAR, FIR, and IRS data, and cleaned and edited all the data 'frorthese Seurces.
Advanced Technology received both Westat's data and Westat's edit speditiCations."
The purpose of these reviews was to assure that Westat quality contrseprbc edves
were folloWed and were effective., Advanced.. Technology monitored Westat's data

541
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collection schedule closely 'to ensure that no schedule delays were created that might
have affected Advanced Technology's processing of the data. Upon receipt of data, a
series. of frequencies and descriptive statistics were run in order to ensure data
accuracy. This procedure served as a final step in the data editing process and

6.

provided assistance in the following areas:

Identification of missed ,edit checks

Identification of missed data updates

Preparation of the final tabulations plan

Advanced Technology prepared the specifications 'for frequencies and descriptive

statistics using SAS. The remaining data (i.e., SRA, IQ, ICG) were process e111:01-ne

with the procedures outlined in this report.

The plan addressed six groups of procedures:

Data control procedures

Coding procedures

Data entry procedures

Edit and update procedures

SAS merge procedures

Documentation procedures

Each procedures group was composed.of several steps or tasks which, when,
combined, produced a clean file data set for analysis. This process is depicted in the

following figures. Figure 5-1, "Pell Grant Quality Control Project--Stage Three Data
Processing Plan Data Flow" is an overview of the flow of data from collection through

the production of a clean data file for analysis. Figure 5-2 "Pell Grant Quality Control
Project--Merge and Analysis" shows how these data were combined to create a single

file for analysis.
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5.2 INSTITUTIONAL DATA

Advanced Technology collected two kinds of data during the institutional visits.
Data about the institution and its financial aid administration procedures and
packaging philosophy were the subject of the Institutional Questionnaire. The site

visitors also examined the institution's records on. each student and completed an
individual Student Rec, d Abstract. Site visitors mailed the IQ and associated SRAs

to Advanced Technology roject office shortly after the end of each visit (after field
editing).

5.2.1 Data Control Procedures

Data control is a critical part of any data collection effort. In this particular

application it became especially important because there were multiple sources of
data dealing with the same respondent. A tightly controlled tracking instrument was
necessary to monitor the processiniptus of questionnaires and prevent duplicate
entry of data. For these purposes, a series of data control logs were established which

indicated:

Location of an institution

Interviewer responsible for an-institution

Status of documents for a given institution

Batch number for each institution

Students within a given institution

Logs for the SRA and ICG \consisted of three levels dbntrol. First was the
Student Listinelog (Fire 5-3), a computer-generated listing ll'tsainNed students

within each institution. As forms care from the field; they were checked off
against this ,log and any problems associat ith either the institution or individual
students were recorded. The Institution tIntrcil Sheet was the second level of control

(Figure 5-4). This form acted,as a control feit,m for institutions'and provided summary

statistics for each institution (e.g., number of documents for each institution sampled)

and provided tracking of dat4 received, coded, and keypunched. ,The third level .of

contral,Cas the Batch Control Sheets (Figure 5-5), which were attached to the front of

6/
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each keying batch to maintain counts and responsibility for assignments throughout the

keying, editing, and updating. A copy of the Batch Control Sheet was also kept in a

looleleaf notebook so that the coding, supervisor could track forms from a -central
location at all times.

4.11.4

The Student Listing Logs served both the SRAs and the ICGs. Therefore, there

were no institutional cover sheets for batches of institutional questionnaires.

All documents were received and batched according to institution. When the

data preparation staff received a package from a sampled institution, they divided the

contents into groups by form type SRA, IQ, ICG). The coding supervisor recorded

all forms inp their respective logs and determThed coding assignments. When the

volume of forms received for one day exceeded the coding capacity of 'the staff, forms

were held in at secure file to await coding assignment:- After coding and all
appropriate logging procedures, forms were placed into separate files to be batched
for data entry.

Before going to data entry, forms for institutions were grouped- into keying
batches. These batches then served as the quality control group throughout keying,

editing, and updating. Each batch was assigned a number and a Batch Control Sheet

(Figure 5-5). A Batch Control Sheet was a listing of all institutions in .a batch and
included the information in the log book. These forms and procedures allowed precise

.tracking of all survey instruments 'from receipt through coding, logging, editing,
updating, and data retrieval.

The construction of a §urvey Control File also contributed to the plan for data

control. Survey Control Files were developed for both the Institutional Questionnaire
and the Student Record Abstract files. These files consisted of the identification
number, the region code, and dependency status code for -each corresponding record in

the various surveys. These files served as a further check on data accuracy by
assuring that all ID numbers and accompanying identification information (i.e., region,

dependency status) were properly keyed and that 'no duplication or extra cases
occurred. This was accomplished by performing a merge f the newly keyed data and

4It

the respective Survey Control File. Any discreRancies in this merge process were

flagged and resolved.
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5.2.2 Coding Procedures

Manual coding and cursory editi g were `done under the close supervision of the
coding supervisor. The coding supervis r's responsibilities included

LOgging incoming fbrms

M king coding assignments ..

NIonitoring coding production and 'Mut& reporting to the project director

Maintaining all logs and tracking forms

Assisting in error resolution

Assisting in coder training

Maintaining lists of codes for open-ended questions

0

The coding supervisor and the analysis staff conducted coder traiffing. Training
n introduction to the study, the data collection instruments, and standard

I c'
coding con ntions and procedures. After the introduction, coders were instructed on
the mechanic of coding every question on each of the forms (SRA, IQ, ICG). Coder
training also included step-by-step instructions in the keeping of logs, the procedures
for resolving problems in the data, and the system for updating information.

The Coding Manual and Data Elements Dictionary contained compTehensive
information abput all possible codes, acceptable ranges, and the coding conventions
and procedures being used for the data collection. Each coder had a copy of the
manual and was responsible for making a4l of the necessary updates to his copy. Any
changes made to the coding manual were made during the daily meeting of the coding
staff. Since the manual was the primary reference for any questions of coding and
code definitions, it was imperative that each coder's manual be kept up to date and
accurate. Any changes had to be added to the ,manual, dated, and initialed by the
coding supervisor. The coding staff met daily to update the data elements dictionary
and to ensure that new procedures and codes were properly i'mplemented.

During the training sessions all coders were instructed ins coding and editing
procedures for use with each of the data collection instruments; however two coders

a Pt, 5-10



were assigned primarily to the coding and editing of the IQ and the ICG. Since all of
the Coders were trained to code all three forms, coder time was reallocated as needed
to meet changes in worIload or time pressures that developed during the course of the
data collection.

Problems encountered during the coding process were documented and resolved.
The coders brought all problems of inconsistency within a questionnaire, responses out
of acceptable ranges, illegible responses, need for new codes, or incomplete respon
to the attention of the coding supervisor. The form in .question was set aside until t e
problem had been resolved. When problems arose with the data that required a higher

,authority for resolution, thr 'coding supervisor brought them to the attention of the
manager of data analysis the technical director.

The standardized coding conventions employed-Zn all three forms inlcuded the
following:

A-,

All numeric entries were right7justified and zero-filled.

A code of "99" was used to indicate that a .question was asked but no
response was given.

ti

A code of "97" always indicated that a question was asked but the
f- respondent was uncertain or could not determine the answer.

Blank spaces on the form indicated that a question was not asked due to a'
skip pattern.

All changes, correctiOnS, and updates were made in red ink.

All forms received were opened, logged in, and filed in a secured room, All

coding and editing were ne in an office adjacent to the file room. Restricting the
receipt of forms, codin erations, and filing to two rooms limited the .possibility that
any data would be lost isplaced and assuted t56 security and cbnfidentiality of the
data.

In addition to the deta1 coding specifications described above, we deviSed a
graphic ,representation of all Vita records in the form of data record layouts. to
accompany each codebook. These record layouts provide a graphie representation of
the physiCal position' of all of the data' elements in a given record as well as logical
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groupings of the various data elements. Th raphic presentation aided in, the
development of the comprehensive logic check car the editing process. The,

definitions for all programs accessing these data were derived from record layouts. In
the event that OSFA ever requires a documented OS file record layouts will prove an
invaluable resource in preparing documentation.

5.2.3 Data Entry Procedures

During the production phase of data collection, entry and editing, we sampled a
small group of questionnaires to serve as a quality control, check on the data entry
vendor. On this sample we compared keyed data from data entry with hardcopy
documents to estimate the keying error rate. Errors could be the result of
misinterpretation of the interviewer's marks and might not be caught during
verification. This sample quality control check found no data entry errors by the data
entry vendor. 4

We described all edit checks in a Computer Edit Instruction Manual. This manual
had, two purposes: I); to provide detailed speGification to the programmer for the.
preparation of the edit programs; 2) to serve as a tool in error resolution prior to ethe
update cycle. Based on the coding scheme developed °for the various .codebooks, a
comprehensive series of range checks was applied to all variables in each survey
instrument. Range checks tested for all valid codes and for mVing codes.'

.

applicable valid responses which could be given to several questions.

We employe consistent set of coding contentions for a41 the v rious survey. ,
instruments to aid in coding and the resolution of errors. Missing value do es s,vers the
same for, all questionnaires and, ;$/henever possible, we assigned the same c e to

To identify all applicable logic tests, we developed a data flow diagram for each
,0

survey instrument. This flow chart illustrated the various skip patterns i hat appolted
in each questionnaire and aided in identification of significant relationships between
questions. In addition to those skip pattern checks, we made chess for all apparently
inconsistent responses. Inconsistent or contradictory information in the data wash'
detected by the logic check ,mocible and was reviewed by an analyst.

5-12
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The coding supervisor and systems analyst 'developed range and logic tests that
were reviewed by the manager for data analysiS. After a draft of all checks had been
prepared, the entire data processing team performed a structured walkthrough of
them. This walkthrough' helped to identify any additional checks needed to eliminate
redundancy, and to minimize the possibility of error-from the interviewers, coders, or
the data entry vendor.

4 \-tThe edit programs produced error'rror reports which were forwarded to the coding
supervisor for error resolution. The coding supervisor, using the Computer Edit
Instruction Manual, compared error reports with orkinal questionnaires and resolved
the problem using the predetermined error, resolution. ,:teChniques. The resolved edit

- '-repoct was forwarded to coders to prepare an updateiransaction which was keyed into
an ALPHA transaction file. This transaction file was processed by the update
program, which posted it againit, the master record. The update program also
produced a report detailing all transaction records, additions, deletions, and
modifications (displaying the record both before and after modification) with summary

>statistics. The data processing procedure included the use of a batch update Kogram.
The update program, like the edit program, was written in COBOL for ease of use and
maintenance. There were several.distinst advantages to using a batch process for the
update cycle:

Greater qualitjr conirialwas-khieved since each update transaction had a
printed record for auditing.

Coders spent less time on line. They were able to enter transaction
records without searching the files.

Each update pass wrote a new file so that,' the Old version with ,the
transaction file served as a backup.

Access ,data was limited to the batch cycle under the control oftrtdrraw
the coding.supervisor, assuring greater data security.

The file management structure required that static, batches (those, not yet
pronounced "clean") remain on disk as' members of a partitioned data set"(PDS) to be
updated by the batch cycle. As each batch was pronounced clean, it was transferred
to tape to await concatenation with other clean batches. This provided enough
efficiency to allow the use of traditionally scarce disk space at. COMNET.

5 -13
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Backups consisted of old members of the static PDS. In the event that they
could not be used, the original` daka transmitted from the data entry vendor w e
available. Since there was an audit trail of update transactions, it was a rela vely
simple matter to reconstruct the most current data from the original.

t

5.2.4 SAS Merge Procedures

After the data had been edited and appropriate updates had been made, the data
(SRA, IQ) were combined with other data from Westat (Parent, Student, IRS, TAR., and
FIR Data) to create the analysis file. This file was created through a complex series
of inerges perfor,med in SAS. Westat prepared a cata.elemeRt,d'w/ionary of the Stage.

. One files, which the data processing and analysis ,staff reviewed.; However, the staff
decided that new naming conventions would be more useful. .

,AA

To produce an accurate analysis file using new code, the prograMming team and
the.analysts reviewed the "best v'Alue" selection process to develop a more efficient
means of producing the analysis file. To aid in this review process, a new systems flow
chart detailing the Stage One merge was developed. This' flow chart helped the team
identify points at which efficiency could be enhanced.'

The use of SAS for the merging of the Pell Grant data offered significant
advantages because of power and flexibility. However, caution had to be employed
when merging datasets to insure that the desired values were incorporated. The
merging of multiple files with many shared, similar, and discr=ete variables is
vulnerable to error in several ways. Files do not always merge exactly as planned.
Sometimes variables, or even entire records, are lost without a trace because of
insufficifi

*PF
nt verification of merged datasets. For this reason, reports were produced to

present in detail those cases that did and did not merge in order to verify the accuracy
of the -software. SAS has excellent self-documenting abilities in the input and output
process and provides detailed information as to what data entered a step, what data
exited a step, and what happened to the data in the process. The programming and
analysis staff monitored this trail of information closely at crucial points to ensure the
correct execution of the program as intended.



OP

The creation of the analysis was *logically dtVided into two procedures: 1) a
.range process where all sources of data were brought together on tie basis of common
keys; and 2) the selection of the "best" documented value frclin available data. I.1?is

process is depicted in Figure 5-6.

The first step in the merge process was to reformat the IRS data. liocause of its
hierarchical file structure, the IRS data could not be used without _reformatting.
Therefore, we created a flat file containing the specific variables needed for analysis.
This reformatted IRS file was then combihed'with data from the St0dent Questionnaire
(SQ), Parent Questionnaire (PQ), and Financial Institution Records (FIR Y: Since*estatato
had collected all of these data, the merge was perfQrmed by Westat identification
code.

Our next step was to combine the data from the Student Record Abstr &ts (SRA)
with the data from it he file of Computed Applicant Records (CAR). Because the CAR

file,.did not contain Westat's identification code, we performed this match ling the
student's social security number.i The output of that merge (BGP.BQC.SRACAR) was

then merged with the output of the previous merge (BGP.BQC.FIR.IRS.PQSQ) along
with the Tax Assessor Records (TAR) to create the first composite file
(BGP.BQC.ALL.SEVEN.DATASETS). We executed two additional programs after the
creation of this composite file and before the best values selestion. The first of these
programs updated the file with SAR data on ADS applicant. The second program
added information from the Pell Recipient History Master File on Section 3 of the
SAR for institutions that exercised their option to submit' these data on tape. We also
performed several updates on the composite file to assure clean and accurate data.
These began with BGP.BQC.ALL.SEVEN.NUMBER2 and ended with
BGP.BQC.ALL.SEViN.NUMBERS. This final composite file consisted of 3,791 cases
that were used for best value selection.

0'

The first variables that were computed for best value election were those that
were common to all students, regardless of their dependency Status. A major purpose
of these, which is explained in more detail in Volume 1, was to determine the' "best"
dependency status (BGP.BQC.INDDEP.BEST01). If the best dependency status was
"independent" we executed the program to determine best values on all application
items for independent students (BGP.BQC.INDVARS.BE5T01). If the besPdependency
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40)

,

IP\
status was "dependent" we executed two proirams: one tO determine best values for

parental application i-tems (BGP.BQC.PVATe5.4EST,01) and one to 'determine best
values for dependent student application item (IMP.BQC.DEPVARS.8EST01). The

merger of these best values files was a compOsite analyois file'(BCP.BQC.BESTTEST)
41.

used in the analysis of award errors in Volume 1.

5.2.5 Documentation ^ .

'A Dataset Documentation Form (Figure 5-7) WasWasiJed Qut for all flies to provide *,

a mere complete documentation of data files46:and'program This feta) included
"-detailed physical and logical characteristics of 01 i16s, whetillerr they were O.§ or S

and whether they resided on disk or tape. 'Complete listings olpall dataseks..were'
maintained in 'a looseleaf notebook; These' Ifeerns rivided qta4ed tryrking
mechanism and aided in the*final deCumentation afla etsA

4,70.

SAS merge procedures were also dodumenteg stnternal

throughout the process. External documentation cored a'tdet

the merge cycle to be recorded on a° form, one copy peqlglbo,unA with ii;tet, computer

output, the other copy bein kept in a looseleaf notebook. 'his documentati

provided an opportunity to describe in detail any protiglins e1cterç s1 and pjovid

4 .r: A,

d description

the foundation of the final report detailing the merge oce The Internal
documentation consisted of a brief description of the inputs, output and proc

each SAS program, and appeared at the top of the ,souclie liin as 1sction of
comments. c.

'to 1K

5.2.6 Statistical Analysis I

After editing and updating the data and creating the allaly§is Ne, we began t
9

statistical analysis. The production of all tables was programmgd u :g SAS, 'based
f

specifications provided by the manager of data analysis, who coordinated all **tic
. i

,-' activities and was the primary source of requests for production cf faiSs. The II .

. ..

specifications for analysis included the following: '

Purpose (place in report and associated research question)

Input files
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Population (which cases are included or exclude*

(Analytic specifications

Output configuration

Quality control output (tables designed to serve as a check on the
programMing)

Output files and retention

Ai"

5.2.7 Software Quality Control

Assuring the quality of software must be a-prime consideration of any data
processing effort. In order to maintain its commitment to the quality of the software,
Advanced Technology adhered strictly to the following procedures for program
development for the Pell Grant Quality Control Study:

Structured walkthrough of edit program specification

Structured walkthrough of merge and "best value" selection process

Structured walkthrough of award programs
L.

Review of ad'hoc analysis specifications by the manager of data processing
and quality control analyst

9
4

Manually produced test" data to verify edit, uglite, merge, and award
programs 7

Ten percent sample of live data to test programs
)..

Production of marginai tables for all variables

The flow Of this process can be viewed in Figure 5-8, Program. Development.
Once specifications for a program were developed, the staff member responsible,
reviewed those specifications with the quality control team consisting of the manager

4
of data analysis, the manager of data protessing, and the quality control analyst. The
team determined whether the specifications met the following qualifications:

Accuracy--are the appropri te inputs specified?

Completeness--are all necessaeim variables, transformations, and subsets
specified ?.

0
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Efficiency--are all the specifications necessary?

If the specifications passed these tests, they-were assigned to a progra.mmer for
development. Once specifications were approved, and a program was developed, a
similar process was followed to ensure proper programming.

The program was then thordirg-Ity tested by first applying it to a batch of hand-
.

calculated test data. The resulting output was compared to hand-calculated results to
verify accuracy. The second step in testing programs was to run them on a 10 percent
sample of live data. This test performed an additional check on the program to see
that probable results were obtained (i.e., whether the resulting analysis fell within pre-
established acceptable limits). In each of these test steps, if errors were detected,
they were corrected promptly and re-tested until the program was judged acceptable.

Some data analysis was performed on an ael hoc basis. Such analysis usually
required quick response and received a technical review by the manager of data
processing and the quality control analyst. These reviews were less formal than the
reviews performed on the edit or merge programs, but no less thorough. They

examined required inputs, desired outputs, and necessary manipulation of data. Before
implementation, all ad hoc programs were also put through the same testing
procedures used on production programs.

The testing process was designed to follow all possible logic paths and test all
bpundary conditions of the software. In order' to achieve this, Advanced Technology
produced a-package of test data that 1ncluded-b th accurate and inaccurate data.

5.3 INDIVIDUAL DATA

We tat was responsible for the collection and processing of all individual-level
data exc pt for Student Record Abstracts, including student and parent intervie and

data about individual financial status from tax assessor, financial institution nd

IRS.

The processing for each of the five independently constructed data files
associated with the survey (Parent Questionnaire, Student Questionnaire, IRS Returns,
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Financial Institution Records, and Tax Assessor Records) was done using very similar
procedures. Data prOcessing for . the student and parent data was,
considerably more complex and time-consuming. The work required at each step in
processing the student/parent ata was commensurately more complex and time-
consuming.

5.3.1 Receipt Control

Receipt control, using computer-generated logs of all materials acquired relating
to' the student/parent sample, was,the control and monitoring point for all materials
sent to the field and returned to Westat. The master receipt control log listed the
study icentification number, name, address, and Social Security number of each
student/parent pair. The log was organized in `'numeric order by student identifier
within school. Space was provided ?for recording updated information on names and
addresses, the date each questionnaire was receiyed from the field, the completion
status of the document, and the coding batch number assigned to the document.
Labeled columns were also provided for recording the receipt of IRS Release Forms by
mail (from the initial information mailing) and from inside the questionnaires (obtained
during the interview). When IRS 1040 and 1040A Forms were received from the IRS
Service Centers, they were coded with case Identifiers and entered in the master log,
with the IRS coding batch number.

Westat made an additional check during the log-in procedure for the IRS returns.
The receipt control clerk manually checked the list of dependents listed on the
parents' return, and identified the student among them.

5.3.2 Coding

Coding manuals were prepared for each of the five data sourc documents used
in the Pell Grant study for ite se in training, the data preparation staff, s ving as a
complete and de-tailed reference for analysts, programmers, and data preps tion staff
and providing documentation for the Pell Grant study data files.. Each coding manual
consisted of an introduction to the study procedures and pu?.oses,, a review of general
data preparation procedures to be followed, and coding and editing specifications for
the five data sets.
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Westat selected about ao survey processing personnel for training as coding and
editing staff for the Pell Grant ,study, including two group leaders, who were selected

44 4based on their skills and qualifications. The group leaders were assigned as assistants
to the coding supervisors and as code verifiers. As much as possible, Westat chose
experienced survey processiqg personnel as' coders for this project to minimize the
amount of training necessary on basic, coding

Coders were trained in groups of between 41and 10. 'Each group was trained to
code on one of the five study data sets. Betwee and 8 hours of training time were
required, depending on whichafs

data set was to be coded.

Questionnaires were precolumned before printing so that coding could be written
directly on the questionnaires. FIRs, TARs and IRS 1040 and 1040A Forms could not
be precolumned, so transcription sheets were designed for the coding.

1

Coders were assigned Work by coding batch and were required to complete the
coding of one batch, before beginning work on another. Errors found during

'*verification by t pervisOr were first noted in a coding error log, then discussed
with the coder committing them. If perSistentierrors were 'discovered, a coder was

*.
asked to review previous batches and correct tlem. Problems found during coding but
not resolved in the codirk specifications were ddcurnented and referred to 4a supervisor

4to.be resolved. Particularly !difficult cased were referred to a weekly meeting of
senior project staff for reso tion.

Ofccasional problems witfi'legible figdres arose in.,the'coding of ,photocopies of
IRS tax forms. It was, sofn'etimes necessary in these situations ,td, Code illegible data
elements as mi ng values, Alite taxpayers do not completely fill out the 1040A

. .

Form vihenfilin , eOkising their. op' ion to hav;,the IRS calculate their taxes. These
1040A Forms are blinkbefow line 12.' astat coders=were trained to fill in the missing
items on these blank formsUsing a 1,981 tax table.

. .

.1,

The. -major coding problem for the Stud
'large number o4 questions in each questionnair
possible prior, to the beginni g of coding, to dev
these since this pebble was expected,

_g
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was implemented at the beginning of coding: responses which were not on the
predetermined list of codes in the coding specifications were documented and referred
to the supervisor's who constructed codes for the new items. New codes were
distributed each morning on a Coding Change Sheet. Coders - were responsible, for

5 -I-

11

- keeping their manuals up,to date and vVer'e required to record each issue of the codingti
. changes in a log.

5.3.3 Data Retrieval

Westat trained its coders to ',ed't the data collection instrument during the
coding. Editing involved checking for readabilitx, .sensibility, and following of skip

,

patterns. (Editing was much more impo tant in the coding of the questionnaires than

in the coding of the secondary data sources.) A general rule was established that all
primary verification questions in the questionnaire must have codable responses. When
coders found erroneous skips, illegible %ans.wers, or illogical responses in any of the
verification questions, they docUmented the problem and referred the case to a
supervisor for data retrieval.

Experienced, specially trained telephone interviewers tetrieved doubtful or
missing data. Case problems were described on a Data Retrieval Request Form which .

also served as a record of calls -for the interviewer. -Data retrieval was attempted on
367 Parent Questionnaires and 407 Student Questionnaires. In addition to data
retrieval due to' problems found in the. Coding edit, data' retrieval requests were also
generated during machine editing.

'5.3.4 Key Entry apd Machine Editing

oded documents and questionnaires 'which had been verified were taken to the
Westat data entry staff` in groups (c'alled "keying batches") of approximately 100
documents. Coded dOcuments were keyed into an in-house disk ,storage system, and
then key verified frpm the disk. After keying and key verifying, the data were
transmitted to Westatis VAX computer where they were stored on tapes to await
machine editing.
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All data sets except those for the Tax Assessor Records and Financial Institution
Records were machine edited with special purpose COBOL programs, written to check
for out-of-range codes, incorrect skip patterns, and inconsistent response patterns.
The data sets were grouped by keying batch for editing.

Machine edit staff were trained coders, the majority of whom had earlier coded
and edited the questionnaires as they were sent from the field. The coding supervisor,
who had had extensive machine editing experience, also supervised the machine editing
of the questionnaire files.

Machine edit clerks wrote file updating instructions on transcription sheets,
supervisors checked these instructions and sent them to the data entry office for
keying and transmittal to the computer center. Updates were made to the files by a
special purpose COBOL update program. After each updating was complete, another
editing cycle was run to verify that corrections had been made and to check for new
errors. The update-edit cycle was repeated until each batch of data in the data set
was clean.

Frequency distributions were run on all variables in each data set after the
machine edit process. was complete. The frequency distributions were carefully
checked to uncover any inconsistencies and errors not found in the machine edit
process. Any identified problems were corrected and new frequency distributions were
run to assure accuracy.



6

DATA ANALYSIS

In the last c',1-,pter we discussed the processing of the data and the merger of all

recipient-based dat.i. into a single file. This prepared the data for analysis, which

itself was a complex T:,rocess. Included in this chapter are descriptions of best value

selection, detailed reseJr :11 questions, and table production and statistical analysis.

6.1 BEST VALUE SELECTION

The merged recipient data base is a compilation of cleaned and edited data from

seven different data sources: Student Record Abstracts (SRA), Student Questionnaires

(SQ), Parent Questionnaires (PQ), IRS Tr x Returns (IRS), Financial Institution Records

(FIR), Tax Assessor Records (TAR), and Computed Applicant Records (CAR) of the

Student Aid Report (SAR). This merged data base, however, includes possibly

different responses to identical items. For any one recipient responses to questions

regarding Adjusted Gross Income, for example, might be contained in the SRA, PQ,

SQ, or IRS. Thus, until further compilation of this data was performed, this raw data

file was of limited use in analysis.

The basic analytic task of the study was to determine the difference between the

"best" value for a given item and the value that appeared on the application. Any

discrepancy for a student or parent item might have affected the Student Aid Index

and thus the amount of the award. Discrepancies in application item values that had

payment consequences contributed to program-wide estimates of error. But, to

determine the existence of a discrepancy required the selection of one value from all

of the posSible sources as the best value. This was accomplished according to a

detailed process of best value selection.



6.1.1 Strength Of Data Sources and Documentation

The process of best value selection was a combination of objective and
subjective judgements about the relative strength of each possible source for a given

application item. These were based on the views of Advanced Technology's senior
staff, which included acknowledged experts in student financial aid and experienced
analysts, with the corroboratim o OSFA project staff and an outside consultant. The

process was highly detailed and, individually tailored for each application item.
Decisions for best value selection were based jointly on the source of the data and the

supporting documentation provided. Across data sources, there was a general
hierarchy of strength which was followed. An external, reliable data source (IRS, FIR,

TAR) was always considered first. If there was no such source present and
documentation from other sources was of similar strength, the order followed was PQ

or SQ (as applicable; for dependency status items where both PQ and SQ might
contribute, the PQ preceeded the SQ), SRA, and, if no other source was present, the

application value from the CAR.

For supporting documentation, a separate hierarchy was established for each

application item. In general, values documented by copies of directly relevant
external records were first, such as a copy of a recent real estate appraisal for house

value. These were followed by values with documentation from other external sources
deemed to be less directly relevant or timely, such as a copy of a document showing

property insurance held en a home, or a two year old bill-of-sale on a home. The next

level of documentation was a statement from a knowledgeable professional (such as an

accountant), followed by personal records from the respondent or a notarized
statement from the respondent. Some documentation was considered unacceptable

and was never used, since it was considered less reliable than the application. An

example would be data retrieved by telephone or an irrelevant item from a tax return.

When the general hierarchies for source and documentation are combined it is

easy to see the complexity of the best value _selection process. This is illustrated in

Figures 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3 which show the priorities used for Adjusted Gross Income (for

independent students), Home Value (for parents' of dependent students), and Supported

by Parents, 1981. The first two figures provide different examples of items for which

documentation is often preser4t, the third figure illustrates the subtleties involved in

6-2
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CONDITION
QUESTNN

PRIORITY SOURCE NUMRAR CODE LABEL

If 1. *MARRY = not
married and
*FSTAT = R
only

or 2. * MARRY =
married and
*FSTAT = joint
or *FSTAT =
married
separate and
both rec'd

1. IRS/
SQ

L.31 -
SQ39a
L.10 -
SQ39a

1040 minus CW-S

1040A minus CW-S

2. SQ 38 01 1040 Cert. minus CW-S
39a 02 1040A Cert. minus CW-S

If *F1 AX = filed
or missing 3. SRA 19 01 1040 Cert.

02 1040A Cert.
10 IRS Transcript

4. SQ 38 03 1040 minus CW-S
39a 04 1040A minus CW-S

5. SRA 19 03 1040
04 1040A
13 Puerto Rican tax return

If 1. *MARRY = not
married and
*FSTAT = R
only

or 2. *MARRY = 6. IRS L.31 1040
married and I.. 10 1040A
*FSTAT = joint
or *FSTAT =
married separate
and both rec'd

FIGURE 6-1

BEST VALUE SELECTION PRIORITIES
ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME FOR INDEPENDENT STUDENTS
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CONDITION PRIORITY SOURCE
QUESTION
NUMBER CODE LABEL

ji
7. SQ 38 - 12 State Tax Return -

39a Cert. minus CW-S
19 City Tax Return-

Cert. minus CW-S
18 State Tax Return minus CW-S

8. SRA 19 08 State Tax Return
9. SQ 38 - 17 IRS receipt/Treasury Dept.

39a Statement minus CW-S

10. SRA 19 11 IRS letter
14 1040 (no line number indicated)
15 Separated student's portion

of 1040

11: SQ 38 - 10 W-2 minus CW-S
39a

If *FTAX = filed,
or missing 12. SRA 19 09 W-2

13. SQ 38 - 20 1040X minus CW-S
39a

14. SRA 19 12 1040X
06 1040A worksheet

15. SQ 38 - 11 Pay stub minus CW-S
39a

14 Statement from professional.
minus CW-S

15 Statement from social agency
minus CW-S

16. SRA 19 05
,

Statement from social agency
07 Notarized statement

17. SQ 38 - 16 Personal records
39a

18. SAR 22

0
FIGURE 6-1 (Continued)

BEST VALUE SELECTION PRIORITIES:
ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME FOR INDEPENDENT STUDENTS
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CONDITION PRIORITY SOURCE
QUESTION
NUMBER CODE LABEL

38 85 Tax form listedSQ
UNACCEPTABLE 86 Not applicable due to

phone retrieval
94 Partial documentation
97 No documentation
98 Don't know
99 Not ascertained

SRA 19 99 Not ascertained

FIGURE 6-1 (Continued)

BEST VALUE SELECTION PRIORITIES:
ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME FOR INDEPENDENT STUDENTS



CONDITION PRIORITY SOURCE NUMBER CODE LABEL

If value is greater
than *HOMEP -
or *HOMEP
missing

IOU

1. TAR QM Value Tax assessor's record of
market value

2. PQ 63 01 Appraisal
02 Statement from local real

estate office
3. SRA 29 01 Appraisal

02 Statement from local real
estate office

4. PQ 63 03 Tax assessment forms
5. SRA 29 03 Tax assessment forms

6. PQ 63 04 Property insurance
7. PQ 63 10 Mortgage statement

11 Purchase contract
12 Registration Certificate

for Mobile home
If PQ62b < 03 15 HUD form

16 Loan application
17 Deed
18 Cancelled check for full

amount
19 Sales agreement
20 Copy of statement of loans

on property
21 Closing statement
22 Respondent's personal records
23 Statement from social agency
24 Title transfer

If greater than SAR
or PQ62b < 03 8. *HOMEP Purchase price of home

If *NHOME value = 0 9. *NHOME Proof that no home owned

FIGURE 6-2

BEST VALUE SELECTION PRIORITIES:
HOME VALUE FOR PARENT(S) OF DEPENDENT STUDENTS

HOME VALUE FOR PARENT(S) OF DEPENDENT STUDENTS
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CONDITION PRIORITY SOURCE
QUESTION
NUMBER CODE LABEL

10. SAR 37

PQ 63 13 Estimate based on document
shown to interviewer

14 Tax form
85 Tax form listed

UNACCEPTABLE 86 Not applicable due to phone
retrieval

94 Partial documentation
97 No documentation
98 Don't know
99 Not ascertained

SRA 29 99 Not ascertained

FIGURE 6-2 (Continued)

BEST VALUE SELECTION PRIORITIES:
HOME VALUE FOR PARENT(S) OF DEPENDENT STUDENTS
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CONDITION

1 '. ii

If values on all
three sources agree

If values on PQ and
one other source
agree

If values on both
agree

UNACCEPTABLE

PRIORITY SOURCE
QUESTION
NUMBER CODE LABEL

1. PQ and 27 - No documentation requested
SQ and 30 No documentation requested
SRA 14 01-08 See priorities S and 7 below

2. PQ and 27 No documentation requested
SQ and 30 No documentation requested
SRA 14 01-08 See priorities 5 and 7 below

3. PQ 27 - No documentation requested

4. SQ and 30 No documentation requested
SRA 14 01-08 See priorities 5 and 7 below

5. SRA 14 01 Deeds
02 Title transfers
03 Cancelled chetks
04 Notarized statement from

parents
05 Notarized statement from

student
06 Letter from social service

agency

6. SQ 30 - No documentation requested

7. SRA 14 07 Statement from parent
08 Statement from student

8. SAR 14a

SRA 14 99 Not ascertained

FIGURE 6-3

BEST VALUE SELECTION PRIORITIES:
SUPPORT BY PARENTS 1981 FOR ALL STUDENTS

1



an item for which little documentation is typically available but a best value must be
determined. Note that in the absence of documentation in Figure 6-3, agreement from
multiple undocumented sources is considered strongest.

Best value selection must follow a closely prescribed order since the best values
for some items were needed to determine the best value of other items. Consider, for
example, that one must know the best dependency status, marital status, and tax filing
status in order to select the best Adjusted Gross Income. (If the best dependency

status is dependent, and the parents are separated but filede joint tax return for 1981,
that tax return cannot be used for AGI without additional documentation regarding the
proportion of income received by the supporting parent.)

A list of all items for which best value priorities were developed appears in
Figure 6-4. Since separate priorities were sometimes required by dependency status,
these are listed by dependency status.

6.1.2 Premises in Best Value Selection

The selection of the best value from among several competing sources is limited
by certain inherent restrictions in the nature of the Pell Quality Control study. Our
aim is to verify the application values against the best sources at our disposal. Thus,
our best value, even if it is from the highest priority source, is only best relative to
others available. We cannot investigate the ve-acity of the sources we use. Thus, an
IRS-certified copy of a tax return is our best source for several items, based on the
assumption that the tax return is dccurate. If that tax return was itself inaccurate,
for whatever reason, our best value would be inaccurate.

A basic premise of best value selection is that application values be changed only
when there is evidence of a value from a better source. Thus, in the absence of
documentation we presume that the application value is correct. This presumption

may occasionally lead to the rejection of a more accurate but undocumented value and
the underestimation of absolute error. However, it is based on the simple and logical
assertion that accurate recall of undocumented values was better at the time of
application, when the item in question was current, than it would be more than one
year later.
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ALL STUDENTS

Determining Student's Dependency Status

Expected Social Security Educational Benefits
Expected VA Educational Benefits

Marital Status
Support By Parents 1981

Support By Parents 1982

Claimed By Parents 1981

Claimed By Parents 1982

Lived With Parents 1981

Lived With Parents 1982

Child Support

Other Welfare

Non-Educational VA Benefits

Untaxed Unemployment Compensation

Interest on Tax Free Bonds

Untaxed Pensions and Capital Gains

Untaxed Housing Allowance

Earnings Not Reported on Tax Returh
Interest/Dividend Exclusion

Any Other Income

IRS Filing Status

Applicant's Expected Taxable SurnnlAr Income

Applicant's Expected Taxable School Year Income

Spouse's Expected Taxable Summer thcorne

Spouse's Expected Taxable School War Income

INDEPENDENT STUDENTS ONLY

Purchase Price of HomeFiled/Did Not File Tax Return

Adjusted Gross Income

U.S. Taxes Paid

State/Local Taxes Paid

Applicant's Income

Spouse's Income

AFDC

Other Income/Benefits Total
Number of Exemptions

Household Size

Number in Postsecondary Education

Medical/Dental Expenses

Elementary/Secondary Tuition

Cash/Savings/Checking

No Home Owned

Home Value

Home Debt

Investment Value

Investment Debt

Farm Value

Business Value

Business/Farm Value

Business Debt

Farm Debt

Business/Farm Debt

Itemized Deductions

FIGURE 6-4

LIST OF ITEMS WITH BEST VALUE SELECTION PRIORITIES
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Filed/Did Not File Tax Return

Adjusted Gross Income

U.S. Taxes Paid

State/Local Taxes Paid

AFDC

Other Income; Benefits Total

Cash/Savings/Checking
Purchase Price of Home

No Home Owned

Home Value

Home Debt

Real Estate/Investment Value

DEPENDENT STUDENTS ONLY

Real Estate/Investment Debt
Farm Value

Business Value

Business/Farm Value

Farm Debt

Business Debt

Busines-s/Farm Debt

Dependent Student's (and

Dependent Student's (and

Applicant's Income

Spouse's Income

PARENT(S) OF DEPENDENT STUDENTS

Filed/Did Not File Tax Return

IRS Filing Status
Adjusted Gross Income

U.S. Taxes Paid

State/Local Taxes Paid

Father's Income

Mother's Income

AFDC

Child Support

Other Welfare
Non-Educational VA Benefits

Untaxed Unemployment Compensation

Interest on Tax Free Bonds
Untaxed Pensions and Capital Gains

Untaxed Housing Allowalce
Earnings Not Reported on Tax Return

Interest/Dividend Exclusion

Any Other Income

Other Income/Benefits Total
Number of Exemptions

Spouse's) Net Income

Spouse'3) Net Assets

Household Size

Number in Postsecondary Education

Medical/Dental Expenses

Elementary/Secondary Tuition

Cash/Savings/Checking
Purchase Price of Home

No Home Owned

Home Value

Home Debt

Real Estat,/Investment Value
Real Estate/Investment Debt
Farm Value

Business Value

Business/Farm Value

Business Debt

Farm Debt

Business/Farm Debt

Marital Status
Parent's Social Security Benefits

Itemized Deductions

FIGURE 6-4 (Continued)

LIST OF ITEMS WITH BEST VALUE SELECTION PRIORITIES
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There were a few exceptions to this premise of not accepting undocumented
values as best values. These were applied systematically to items which were
composite totals on the application for which the separate parts were not reported to
the central processor. The most important of these was Other Nontaxable Income.
Individual contributing elements to Other Nontaxable Income, such as child support or
untaxed unemployment compensation, were recorded on the application worksheet, but
only the total was reported on the application itself. Thus, our efforts to select the
best value based on documentation of the separate parts could not proceed unless a
provision was made for a default value to be used when no documentation was
available. Recall that individually reported items used the application value as a
default value. When a person reported during the interview the receipt of $2500 in
undocumented child support we could not use a value of zero without grossly
underreporting income. Nor was there any alternative value to be picked up from the
application, since the application value included nontaxable income from all sources.
Thus, the only reasonable approach was to accept the undocumented report.

Some other items also required the acceptance, of undocumented values because
the separate contributing parts were not reported on the application. These were the
contributing parts to Dependent Student's (and Spouse's) Net Income and Dependent
Student's (and Spouse's) Net Assets. In addition, to avoid large overestimations of net
worth, we accepted undocumented values of Home Debt, Real Estate/Investment
Debt, Business Debt, or Farm Debt when corresponding documented values for Home
Value, Real Estate/Investment Value, Business Value, or Farm Value were present.

6.2 DETAILED RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Given the amount of data collected it was necessary to determine in advance
those areas that would be the focus of data analysis. While all analysis of error
followed the general equations set forth in the Appendix of Volume 1, the number of
specific error items and comparisons between items was so large that potential
research questions were delineated in advance and submitted to the project officer
before analysis began. A total of 145 research questions were prepared, divided by
topics likely to be included as chapters in Volume 1. These specific research questions
presented rates and amounts of error (e.g., What is the marginal impact of application
item error on net student error?), bivariate interactions or crosstabulations of error
with other variables (Does institutional error differ by type and control of
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institution?), and multivariA-te analyses (What are the contributing factors of student
error?). For each specific Glxiestion the measures that would be used were delineated;
for bivariate and multivarirte analyses the independent and dependent variables were
listed separately.

These research questions served as a guideline for the subsequent analysis and

the production of tables lot- the findings. Based on the initial results of the early
analyses, specific researo questions were revised, expanded, or, in some cases,
dropped. Together these rPseacch questions enabled us to pursue data analysis in an
organized fashion. Each of -the tables presented in Volume. 1 represents the findings of

one or more specific research questions.

6.3 STATISTICAL ANALI5IS AND TABLE PRODUCTION

Before statistical analysis of the data began, a master analysis file was created.

This file included the 315 cases that were considered complete for analytical
purposes and data for 311 psstitutions* It represents a merger of the final recipient-
based data file, which incitAdd best values and selected individual items from various

data sources, institutional cjta for individual recipients and the institution as a whole,

and nonresponse adjustme0 weights for each recipient. (For a discussion of complete
cases and nonresponse adjklytment see Chapter 7 of Volume 1.)

All analysis was conducted using SAS, a comprehensive package for statistical
analysis. SAS had also beep Used for the best value selection and the creation of all
files used in analysis. The features of SAS, especially some new procedures included in
the recently released 1984-elssion, facilitated the accurate production of tables.

6.4 CONTROL GROUPS

One potential thre4f tO the validity of the study was experimental bias--the
impact of selection for pOiCipation in the study on the findings. In order to assess

*While 317 institutions Participated, six of them were branch campuses which
maintained no separate fl'oni..31 aid offices. Therefore, the financial aid office for
the central campus, whi in all cases was included in our sample, served for the
branch as well.
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the impact of experimental bias on the study two control groups were established.
One, the Institutional Control Group (ICG), consisted of students in the sampled
institutions who were not selected for the study. Student aid files for these students,
whose identity was not known to the institutions, were reviewed during the spring data
collection. These ICG participants were not interviewed, so comparisons could be
made only on items related to institutional error.

A second control group consisted of students whose records were randomly
selected from the Computed Applicant Records of the Student Aid Report. Students
selected for this control group, which involved computer tape data review only, were
from both sampled and nonsampled institutions.

The use of these two control groups to assess experimental bias is detailed in
Chapter 7 of Volume 1, along with the -elevant findings. Data for experimental bias
assessment was analyzed using both SAS and SPSS, another statistical package.



7

SURVEY RESPONSE RATES

As in every voluntAry survey, it was not possible to gain the cooperation of every
institution to permit the drawing of a sample of its students or of every student and
parent sampled at cooperating institutions. Nevertheless, we did achieve high survey
response rates at both the institutional and individual levels.

7.! INSTITUTIONAL SURVEY RESPONSE RATES

The institutional sample initially drawn included 322 schools and colleges. For
various reasons, five could riot or would not cooperate with the survey. Therefore, the
institutional response rate was 9g.4 percent.

The first occasion for institutional refusal occurred during the telephone calling
to schedule the fall round of visits. Telephone schedulers who encountered refusals
referred them to their Westat supervisor, who could refer them to Advanced
Technology's institutional data collection manager, who was at the Westat telephone
center to make rescheduling decisions. The data collection manager converted several
refusals, including some based on an incorrect interpretation of the Buckley Amend-
ment. Some refusals were referred to the project officer for resolution. The five
ultimate refusals were made for the following reasons:

At one public four-year institution, a fire in the administration building had
destroyed the financial aid records.

At two proprietary institutions, all financial aid matters were handled by a
consultant who was abusively hostile, as he had been when two of his
clients were included in the Stage One sample.

At one proprietary institution, the financial aid director and the director of
the school were parties to litigation under trial and could not be available
for the fall visit. They also refused to cooperate with the spring visits.



At one proprietary institution, a new financial aid director was already in
the midst of a set of audits by accrediting organizations and other
government agencies when we first contacted her. She also refused
cooperation when recontacted in the spring.

7.2 STUDENT AND PARENT SURVEY RESPONSE

The number of completed cases was determined not only by the proportion of
students and pat ents eligible for the study who cooperated by granting an interview,
but also by what proportion of the initial sample we eventually determined not to have
been part of the population being studied. We present the overall response rate first
and then explain the problem of sample loss.

7.2.1 Survey Response Rate

The response rates presented in this section represent "final" disposition
categories determined by the coders when the questionnaires were edited and coded,
after receipt at Westat's home office. In some cases, the disposition of an apparently
completed questionnaire was changed as a result of additional work done at the home
office after the questionnaire had been sent in as a completed instrument. For
example, if a completed student questionnaire showed evidence that the student filed
a "Special Condition Application" in applying for a Pell Grant, the financial aid
administrator (FAA) at the student's institution was telephoned. If the FAA indicated
that the student did file a Special Condition Application, the status of the
questionnaire was changed from "complete" to "sample loss," because special condition
filers should not have been in the sample. If the parent of that student also completed
an interview, the parent's questionnaire was also changed from "complete" to "sample
loss."

Calculating the response rates from the clean data file represents a very
conservative approach to specifying survey response statistics. Since the response
rates cited in this section summarize the status of each questionnaire as it was edited
by the home office coder, they slightly understate the response rates when compared
to the operational response rates calculated during the field period and reported
weekly to the Department of Education.



The dispositions of all the sampled students and parents are shown in Table 7-1.

The percentages in the table represent the proportion of completed interviews of those

eligible, sampled students and parents where an interview was possible. Ineligible

sample members, principally students (and therefore their parents) who never actually

received a Pell Grant or who filed a Special Condition Application, and sampled
individuals who were dead or out of the country were deleted from the initial sample

used as the denominator in the percentages. A separate analysis of this sample loss

category has been included in the report on findings as a part of the analysis of non-
response.

To satisfy the analytic needs of the Pell Grant QC study, both a parent and a

student questionnaire must be completed for dependent student grants, while a student

questionnaire alone is sufficient to verify an independent student grant. The last row

of Table 7-1 reflects a combined response rate for pairs of dependent students and

parents and for single independent students.

7.2.2 Sample Loss

The initial sample of 4,109 students was drawn early in the school year from two

groups of students: those who were already receiving Pell Grants, and those who had

been certified as eligible pending successful validation by the financial aid offices at

their schools. We made efforts to identify and remove from the sampling frame
students who did not receive a grant or who had used a Special Condition Application

when they applied. It was, however, often impossible to identify these ineligible
sampled students, particularly among the group of students pending validation. Table

7-2 shows the number of student and parent cases and dispositions that make up the

sample loss category. Because it includes both students and parents, the survey

sample loss count is greater than the case sample loss count of 422 reported in
Chapter 7 of Volume 1.

The sampled-in-error category represents students who were sampled in the fall

as recipients or recipients pending validation, but who never actually received a grant,

or who never actually attended the institution where they were sampled. If students

were found to be in any of the sample loss categories, their parents were also included

in that category, and both were removed from the data file.



TABLE 7-1

PRELIMINAgY STUDENT/PARENT SURVEY RESPONSE RATES

-.1
i
..-

Grant Type and Form
of Questionnaire

NtiMber
in SArriPle

Number
Ineligible**

Net
Sample

Number
Completed

Per cent
Completed

Dependent Student Grants:

Student
Parent
Paired Student and Parent*

2,388
2,388

1,690
1,690

62

8)218

6)466

198
211

145
355

59

2,190
2,177
4,332

1,545
1,335
2,638

3

6,970

5,879

2,136
2,094
4,140

1,440
967

1,610

0

5,750

5,580

97.5
96.2
95.6

93.2
72.4
61.0

82.5

95.0

Independent Student Grants:

Student
Parent
Paired Student and Parent*

Dependency Status Not Determined*

Dependent and Independent Grants:

Paired Student and Parent
Paired Student and Parent for

dependent student grants and
student only for independent
student grants

*Count of student and parent questionnaire (not a count of cases)
* *Sample loss

12i 12 2



Although the sample loss represents a reduction in the overall sample size for
the survey, it is well within acceptable limits. Since the number of
completed interviews exceeded the target, the precision of the sample estimates is
not seriously affected by the reduction.

TABLE 7-2

DISPOSITION OF STUDENT AND PARENT
SURVEY SAMPLE LOSS CASES

Disposition Category
Number in
Category

Percent of
Sample Loss

Sampled in Error 465 48.1%

Out of Country 161 16.6%

Deceased 121 12.596

Special Condition Filer 221 22.0%

Total 968 100.0%

7.2.3 Response Rate for Analytical Purposes

The response rates presented in this chapter reflect the success of the efforts to
interview students and their parents. Data analysis, however, requires not (114 that an
interview be conducted but that all sections of the interview be complete and all other
records be available. Thus, some cases that were considered complete for survey
purposes have been recoded as incomplete for analytical purposes, reducing the survey

response rate of almost 95 percent to a useful response rate of over 86 percent. This

reduction was primarily accounted for by two reasons.

Parents of independent students were requested to complete only part of
the interview, with income and asset information omitted. Because their
participation was completely voluntary and these data would not be needed
in most cases, this information was excluded to facilitate cooperation and
protect their privacy. If, however, the student was later deemed to be
dependent, the omitted parent information became essential for a case to
be considered complete for analysis. In some instances, it was possible to
obtain this additional information from parents; in, most (116 cases) it was
not. This reduced the functional response rate.



For some recipients we could not obtain their Computed Applicant Record
from the Student Aid Report, without which error could not be determined.
The reason for this was a failure to match the Social Security number (SSN)
on our records (which were verified during the interview) with either the
original SSN or the current SSN on the SAR file. This occurred in 72 cases.
Some of these failures to match were due to a damaged tape (the tape
from the central processor was received with unreadable data on about one
half of one percent of the blocks, which would be 16 cases if evenly
distributed), the remainder did not match for unknown reasons.

Additionai details on the functional response rate are given in Chapter 7 of Volume 1.

7.3 VARIANCE ESTIMATES

A critical part of the findings in Volume 1 are program-wide estimates of error
in the population of Pell recipients. These estimates, of course, may vary from the
actual population figures to the extent that the sample differs from the population. A
series of 42 tables presents selected estimates, standard errors of the estimates, and
coefficients of variation.

7.3.1 Variance Estimation by the Method of Balanced Repeated Replication

The sampling error of an estimate, based on any sample design using any
estimation procedure, no matter how complex, may be estimated by the method of
,replications. Theoretically, this method is equivalent to the idea that the sample
selection, collection of data, and est mation procedures are independently carried
through (replicated) several times. In practice, random 50 percent subsets of the
survey results are selected and estimates formed from each. The dispersion of the
resulting estimates can be used to measure the variance of the full sample.

The method of replications has special advantages in reducing the complexity of
variance computations. Another benefit is that it may be applied to compute sampling
errors for higher-order statistics without the need for new variance expressions.

The method consists of three steps:

Assemble data for the sample units that make up each of the replicates.
This is equivalent to making a copy of the sample data for the units in each
of the subsamples of the full sample.



Perform the estimation procedure on each of the replicates. The same
estimation procedure, prepared for the full sample, is applied separately to
each of the replicates.

Calculate the dispersion of the resulting estimates among the replicates to
estimate the variance of the full sample; a relatively simple computation
formula is used that does not depend on the form of the estimate for which
the variance is to be approximated.

Definition of the Replicates. Each of the half-sample replicates prepared for
variance estimation must satisfy two criteria:

The replicate must comprise a sample approximately one-half the size of
the full sample.

The selection of the half-sample must observe the same sampling principles
as the full sample.

For the replicates defined for the Pell C.-ant design, these criteria are satisfied
by selecting half-samples of the units designated in the first stage of sampling in the
full sample. For nonself-representing institutions, a replicate comprises all students
selected in half of the clusters; in self-representing institutitons a replicate comprises
half of the students selected at the school. Half of the Alternative Disbursement
System (ADS) students were selected in each half-sample.

Each of the 34 certainty institutions is treated as a stratum. Half of the
students in each institution were assigned half-sample code 1 and half were assigned
half-sample code 2. All ADS students were placed in stratum 35 with half assigned a
code of 1 and half assigned a code of 2.

Students in noncertainty institutions were assigned to a stratum and half-sample
based on the geographic cluster of the institution. Clusters were paired (in the order
they appeared in the sampling frame) to form 36 strata. All students in a cluster were
assigned the same half-sample code (1 or 2).

Half-samples of the full sample were defined by randomly selecting one or the
other half-sample code from each of the 71 pairs; the number of different half-sample /
replicates possible by this method would equal 2 raised to the 71st power (abouth 2,361
billion). McCarthy has shown that the variance can be estimated with equivalent



reliability from only a small number of orthogon -.1 replicates.* For the Pell Grant
program, the number of orthogonal replicates ne :ded is the smallest multiple of four
equal to or greater than the number of pairs. Wil-h 71 pairs, the number of replicates
needed is 72.

Variance Calculations. For every estimate X calculated from the total sample,
let xi be the estimate calculated from the ith half-sample, i = 1, 2, ..., 72. The
variance estimate for X is then

1
72

Var (X) =
72

E (xi - X)2.

This formula has been used to compute the standard errors (square root of the
variance) for each statistic presented in Tables 7-3 through 7-44.

7.3,2 Estimated Sampling Errors

In this section we present estimated sampling errors developed using the methods
described in the previous section. For each statistic we present the estimate itself,
the standard error of the estimate, and the coefficient of variation (standard error of
the estimate divided by the estimate).

Table 7-3 presents the standard errors for program-wide dollar estimates of
error. The coefficients of variation for student and case error are always less than 12
percent, and the coefficients are often as low as 6 percent. Estimated standard errors
for number of cases with payment or eligibility errors are presented in Table 7-4. The
standard errors for estimated numbers of payment errors are at or below 8 percent.
Occurrence of eligibility errors, except no Financial Aid Transcript, was quite rare.
Therefore, the coefficients of variation will appear to be high. However, the standard
errors are low enough so that reasonably tight confidence intervals exist.

U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, National Center for Health
Statistics. Replication: An Approach to the Analysis of Data from Complex Surveys
by Philip J. McCarthy, SerieF 2, No. 14, Washington, D.C., Government Printing
Office,



TABLE 7-3

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS:
SELECTED PROGRAM-WIDE DOLLAR ESTIMATES

Statistic
Estimate

($ Millions)

Standard
Error

($ Millions)
Coefficient
of Variation

Overaward

Institution 206.36 26.68 0.13

Student 265.25 13.95 0.05

Case 452.43 29.00 0.06

Underaward

Institution 104.25 18.79 0.18

Student 54.33 5.67 0.10

Case 136.20 15.91 0.12

Net Error

Institution 102.11 34.21 0.34

Student 210.92 15.52 0.07

Case 316.22 35.99 0.11

Absolute Error

Institution 310.62 30.98 0.10

Student 319.58 14.58 0.05

Case 588.63 29.88 0.05



TABLE 7-4

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS:
SELECTED NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS WITH ERROR

Statistic
Estimate

(Thousands)

Standard
Error

(Thousands)
Coefficient
of Variation

Institutional Overaward 388.05 22.23 0.07
Institutional Underaward 437.20 33.17 0.08
Student Overaward 758.07 30.08 0.04
Student Underaward 218.81 13.47 0.06
Case Overaward 1,022.72 31.90 0.03
Case Underaward 525.29 24.71 0.05

ELIGIBILITY ERRORS

Unsatisfactory Academic 9.22 3.68 0.40
Progress

Less Than Half Time 2.98 1.48 0.50
Insufficient Program Length 0.76 0.73 0.95
Nondegree Program 11.89 1.72 0.14
No Statement of Educational 9.38 3.45 0.37
Purpose

No Financial Aid Transcript 82.21 12.49 0.15
Loan Default 0.70 0.66 0.96
Invalid SAR 9.92 2.92 0.29
Not Parent School 5.10 2.16 0.42
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Standard errors for mean payment errors are presented in Table 7-5. These

standard errors are generally less than $25; thus, 95 percent confidence intervals
would generally have a width of less than. $100.

The remaining tables provide sampling errors for the various estimates for the
following categories:

Type and Control of Instit..ition

Grant Type (Dependency Status)

Validation Status

Tables 7-6 to 7-17 present estimates far the various program-wide estimates of error.

Tables 7-18 to 7-23 show estimates for the number of recipients with errors. Tables 7-
24 to 7-35 contain sampling errors for rslean payment errors; and, finally, Tables 7-36
to 7-44 show the estimated number of recipients with eligibility errors.

7-11
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TABLE 7-5

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS:
SELECTED MEAN DOLLAR ESTIMATES

Statistic
Estimate

($)

Standard
Error

($)
Coefficient
of Variation

Mean Overaward

Institution 532 45 0.08
Student 350 11 0.03
Case 442 23 0.05

Mean Underaward

Institution 238 33 0.14
Student 248 15 0.06
Case 259 22 0.09

Mean Net Error
Institution 40 14 0.34
Student 83 6 0.07
Case 125 14 0.11

Mean Absolute Error

Institution 123 12 0.10
Student 126 6 0.05
Case 233 12 0.05



TABLE 7-6

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
INSTITUTIONAL OVERAWARD

Category
Estimate

($ Millions)

Standard
Error

($ Millions)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution
Public 4 Year 90.75 21.60 0.24
Private 4 Year 49.98 11.56 0.23
Public 2 Year 25.15 3.82 0.15
Private 2 Year 2.79 1.80 0.65
Proprietary 2 Year 20.69 15.22 0.74
Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 17.00 2.63 r0.15

Grant Type
Independent 123.27 21.81 0.18
Dependent 83.09 11.16 0.13

Validation Status

Non-Validated 86.42 12.05 0.14
Validated 119.94 18.78 0.16

All Categories Combined 206.36 26.68 0.13



TABLE 7-7

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
STUDENT OVERAWARD

Category
Estimate

($ Millions)

Standard
Error

($ Millions)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 130.16 13.29 0.10
Private 4 Year,. 63.24 9.03 0.14
Public 2 Year 41.92 5.76 0.14
Private 2 Year 6.06 2.29 0.38
Proprietary 2 Year 12.18 5.53 0.45
Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 10.76 3.39 0.31

Grant Type

Independent 104.09 10.86 0.10
Dependent 161.16 8.24 0.05

Validation Status
Non-Validated 91.43 6.78 0.07
Validated 173.82 13.35 0.08

All Categories Combined 265.25 13.95 0.05



TABLE 7-8

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASE OVERAWARD

Category
Estimate

($ Millions)

Standard
Error

($ Millions)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution
Public 4 Year 217.61 26.84 0.12
Private 4 Year 107.87 16.82 0.16
Public 2 Year 61.73 7.06 0.11
Private 2 Year 8.51 3.00 0.35
Proprietary 2 Year 30.51 17.42 0.57
Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 26.20 4.30 0.16

Grant Type
Independent 217.76 23.26 0.11
Dependent 234.66 12.55 0.05

Validation Status
Non-Validated 168.44 15.29 0.09
Validated 283.99 21.52 0.08

All Categories Combined 452.43 29.00 0.06



TABLE 7-9

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
INSTITUTIONAL UNDERAWARD

Category
Estimate

($ Millions)

Standard
Error

($ Millions)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution
Public 4 Year 25.82 3.43 0.13
Private 4 Year 14.95 4.11 0.27
Public 2 Year .98 15.50 0.39
Private 2 Year 3.34 2.53 0.76
Proprietary 2 Year 7.70 3.15 0.41
Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 12.40 6.33 0.51

Grant Type

Independent 48.81 12.19 0.25
Dependent 55.45 7.95 0.14

Validation Status

Non-Validated 46.97 9.76 0.21
Validated 57.28 9.51 0.17

All Categories Combined 104.25 18.79 0.18



TAAt 7-10

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
STUDENT UNDERAWARD

Category
tAtirnate

($ Milli ons)

Standard
Error

($ Millions)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 25.81 4.54 0.18
Private 4 Year 15.62 2.97 0.19
Public 2 Year 8.01 2.28 0.28

Private 2 Year 1.87 1.06 0.56
Proprietary 2 Year 1.56 0.76 0.48

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 1.30 0.67 0.52

Grant Type
Independent 11.86 3.26 0.27

Dependent 42.48 4.63 0.11

Validation Status
Non-Validated 17.52 3.28 0.19
Validated 36.82 3.70 0.10

All Categories Combined 54.33 5.67 0.10
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TABLE 711

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
CASE UNDERAWARD

Category
Estimate

($ Millions)

Standard
Error

($ Millions)
Coefficient
of VariatiOn

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 44.57 5.51 0.12

Private 4 Year 25.34 4.59 0.18

Public 2 Year 42.33 13.88 0.33

Private 2 Year 4.87 3.00 0.62
Proprietary 2 Year 6.89 2.52 0.36

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 12.20 6.07 0.50

Grant Type
Independent 50.74 9.79 0.19
Dependent 85.46 8.47 0.10

Validation Status

Non-Validated 55.22 8.93 0.16
Validated 80.99 8.14 0.10

All Categories Combined 136.20 15.91 0.12



TABLE 7-12

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NET INSTITUTIONAL ERROR

Category
Estimate

($ Millions)

Standard
Error

($ Millions)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 64.94 21.42 0.33

Private 4 Year 35.03 13.24 0.38

Public 2 Year -14.83 16.34 1.10
Private 2 Year -0.55 2.96 5.36

Proprietary 2 Year 12.99 14.93 1.15

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 4.54 7.23 1.59

Grant Type

Independent 74.47 25.82 0.35

Dependent 27.64 14.74 0.53

Validation Status
Non-Validated 39.45 16.44 0.42

Validated 62.66 21.73 0.35

All Categories Combined 102.11 34.21 0.34



TABLE 7-13

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
ABSOLUTE INSTITUTIONAL ERROR

Category
Estimate

($ Millions)

Standard
Error

($ Millions)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Contrdl of Institution

Public 4 Year 116.57 22.32 0.19
Private 4 Year 64.93 11.21, 0.17
Public 2 Year 65.13 15.59 0.24
Private 2 Year 6.13 3.26 0.53
Proprietary 2 Year 28.39 16.13 0.57
Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 29.46 6.46 0.22

Grant Type

Independent 172.08 24.12 0.14
Dependent 138.54 12.57 0.09

Validation Status

Non-Validated 133.39 14.51 0.11
Validated 177.23 20.36 0.11

All Categories Combined 310.62 30.98 0.10



TABLE 7-14

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NET STUDENT ERROR

Category
Estimate

($ Millions)

Standard
Error

($ Millions)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 104.35 13.40 0.13

Private 4 Year 47.62 8.70 0.18

Public 2 Year 33.91 5.41 0.16

Private 2 Year 4.18 1.87 0.45

Proprietary 2 Year 10.62 5.00 0.47

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 9.46 3.18 0.34

Grant Type
Independent 92.23 12.00 0.13

Dependent 118.68 9.01 0.08

Validation Status
Non-Validated 73.92 7.97 0.11

Validated 137.00 13.93 0.10

All Categories Combined 210.92 15.52 0.07



TABLE 7-15

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
ABSOLUTE STUDENT ERROR

Estimate
Standard

Error Coefficient
Category ($ Millions) ($ Millions) of Variation

Type and Control of Institutior

PUblic 4 Year 155.98 14.66 0.09

Private 4 Year 78.86 10.25 0.13

PUblic 2 Year 49.93 6.89 0.14

Private 2 Year 7.93 3.03 0.38

Proprietary 2 Year 13.75 6.11 0.44

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 12.06 3.71 0.31

Grant Type
Independent 115.94 10.63 0.09

Dependent 203.64 9.89 0.05

Validdtion Status
Non-Validated 108.95 7.07 0.06

Validated 210.63 13.77 0.07

All Categories Combined 319.63 14.58 0.05



TABLE 7-16

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NET CASE ERROR

Category
Estimate

($ Millions)

Standard
Error

($ Millions)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 173.03 25.11 0.15

Private 4 Year 82.54 17.72 0.21

Public 2 Year 19.41 15.48 0.80

Private 2 Year 3.63 2.73 0.75

Proprietary 2 Year 23.61 16.94 0.72

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 14.00 7.24 0.52

Grant Type

Independent 167.02 25.19 0.15

Dependent 149.21 16.25 0.11

Validation Status

Non-Validated 113.22 19.26 0.17

Validated 203.00 24.54 0.12

All Categories Combined 316.22 35.99 0.11



TABLE 7-17

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
ABSOLUTE CASE ERROR

Category
Estimate

($ Millions)

Standard
Error

($ Millions)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 262.18 29.52 0.11

Private 4 Year 133.21 17.15 0.13

Public 2 Year 104.04 15.66 0.15

Private 2 Year 13.38 5.35 0.40

Proprietary 2 Year 37.40 18.24 0.49

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 38.40 7.64 0.20

Grant Type
Independent 268.51 25.29 0.09

Dependent 320.12 13.96 0.04

Validation Status
Non-Validated 223.65 15.99 0.07

Validated 364.97 21.37 0.06

All Categories Combined 588.63 29.88 0.05

7-24 0
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TABLE 7-18

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ER1zORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS WITH INSTITUTIONAL OVERAWARD

Category
estimate

(Thousands)

Standard
Error

(Thousands)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 170.97 25.09 0.15

Private 4 Year 60.49 14.49 0.24

Public 2 Year 103.69 14.10 0.14

Private 2 Year 4.69 2.05 0.44

Proprietary 2 Year 23.25 15.77 0.68

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 24.97 4.64 0.19

Grant Type
Independent 207.99 21.77 0.10

Dependent 180.06 14.81 0.08

Validation Status

Non-Validated 161.04 14.96 0.09

Validated 227.01 19.76 0.09

All Categories Combined 388.05 28.23 0.07
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TABLE 7-19

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS WITH INSTITUTIONAL UNDERAWARD

Category
Estimate

(Thousands)

Standard
Error

(Thousands)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution
Public 4 Year 156.49 20.47 0.13
Private 4 Year 36.66 7.70 0.21
Public 2 Year 171.58 23.11 0.13
Private 2 Year 17.48 11.35 0.65
Proprietary 2 Year 19.09 6.63 0.35
Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 35.90 10.88 0.30

Grant Type

Independent 198.58 21.40 0.11
Dependent 238.63 17.69 0.07

Validation Status
Non-Validated 180.74 17.37 0.10
Validated 256.47 20.83 0.08

All Categories Combined 437.20 33.17 0.08
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TABLE 7-20

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS WITH STUDENT OVERAWARD

Category
Estimate

(Thousands)

Standard
Error

(Thousands)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution
Public 4 Year 365.56 31.89 0.09
Private 4 Year 194.35 28.88 0.15
Public 2 Year 122.95 14.86 0.12
Private 2 Year 21.64 8.89 0.41
Proprietary 2 Year 19.73 8.19 0.41

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 31.88 7.65 0.24

,Grant Type
Independent 183.28 16.82 0.09
Dependent 574.78 23.28 0.04

Validation Status
Non-Validated 254.70 14.04 0.06
Validated 503.36 28.37 0.06

All Categories Combined 758.07 30.08 0.04



TABLE 7-21

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS WITH STUDENT UNDERAWARD

Category
Estimate

(Thousands)

Standard
Error

(Thousands)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 100.10 14.35 0.14

Private 4 Year 62.29. 8.83 0.14

Public 2 Year 31.13 6.50 0.21

Private 2 Year 8.03 4.43 0.55

Proprietary 2 Year 6.81 2.46 0.36

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 8.49 3.18 0.37

Grant Type
Independent 40.33 6.33 0.16

Dependent 178.48 12.91 0.07

Validation Status
Non-Validated 64.72 6.47 0.10

Validated 154.09 10.91 0.07

All Categories Combined 218.81 13.47 0.06



TABLE 7-22

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS WITH CASE OVERAWARD

Category
Estimate

(Thousands)

Standard
Error

(Thousands)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 499.40 44.10 0.09
Private 4 Year 225.38 31.08 0.14

Public 2 Year 193.05 22.26 0.12

Private 2 Year 24.15 9.11 0.38
Proprietary 2 Year 35.89 19.09 0.53

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 44.85 6.49 0.14

Grant Type
Independent 350.98 25.87 0.07
Dependent 671.74 21.92 0.03

Validation Status
Non-Validated 367.04 21.76 0.06
Validated 655.68 28.26 0.04

All Categories Combined 1,022.72 31.90 0.03
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TABLE 7-23

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS WITH CASE UNDERAWARD

Category
Estimate

(Thousands)

Standard
Error

(Thousands)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution
Public 4 Year 189.39 22.08 0.12
Private 4 Year 88.50 12.96 0.15
Public 2 Year 171.97 21.02 0.12
Private 2 Year 18.13 10.87 0.60
Proprietary 2 Year 16.05 5.38 0.33
Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 41.24 11.23 0.27

Grant Type
Independent 201.20 17.88 0.09
Dependent 324.09 17.60 0.05

Validation Status

Non-Validated 195.36 14.01 0.07
Validated 329.94 16.30 0.05

All Categories Combined 525.29 24.71 0.05



TABLE 7-24

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
MEAN INSTITUTIONAL OVERAWARD

Estimate
Category ($)

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 531

Private 4 Year 826

Public 2 Year 243

Private 2 Year 595

Proprietary 2 Year 890

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 681

Grant Type
Independent 593

Dependent 461

Validation Status

Non-Validated 537

Validated 528

All Categories Combined 532

Standard
Error

($)
Coefficient
of Variation

80 0.15
89 0.11
32 0.13

338 0.57
251 0.28
120 0.18

63 0.11
42 0.09

53 0.10
55 0.10

45 0.08
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TABLE 7-25

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
MEAN STUDENT OVERAWARD

Category
Estimate

($)

Standard
Error

($)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 356 22 0.06
Private 4 Year 325 32 0.10
Public 2 Year 341 24 0.07

Private 2 Year 280 175 0.62

Proprietary 2 Year 617 256 0.41

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 338 78 0.23

Grant Type

Independent 568 25 0.04
Dependent 280 11 0.04

Validation Status
Non-Validated 359 20 0.05

Validated 345 15 0.04

All Categories Combined 350 11 0.03



T,IBLE 7-26

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
MEAN LASE OVERAWARD

Category
Estimate

($)

Standard
Error

($)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 436 33 0.08
Private 4 Year 479 45 0.09
Public 2 Year 320 25 0.08

Private 2 Year 352 107 0.30
Proprietary 2 Year 850 148 0.17

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 584 67 0.11

Grant Type

Independent 620 40 0.06
Dependent 349 16 0.05

Validation Status
Non-Validated 459 31 0.07
Validated 433 25 0.06

All Categories Combined 442 23 0.05

7-33
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TABLE 7-27

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
MEAN INSTITUTIONAL UNDERAWARD

Category
Estimate

($)

Standard
Error

($)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 165 17 0.10
Private 4 Year 408 61 0.15
Public 2 Year 233 70 0.30

Private 2 Year 191 59 0.31

Proprietary 2 Year 403 132 0.33
Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 347 109 0.32

Grant Type
Independent 246 49 0.20
Dependent 232 26 0.11

Validation Status
Non-Validated 260 39 0.15

Validated 223 31 0.14

All Categories Combined 238 33 0.14



TABLE 7-28

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
MEAN STUDENT UNDERAWARD

Category
Estimate

($)

Standard
Error

($)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution
Public 4 Year 258 21 0.08

Private 4 Year 251 29 0.11

Public 2 Year 257 42 0.16

Private 2 Year 233. 181 0.78
Proprietary 2 Year 229 94 0.41

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 153 45 0.29

Grant Type
Independent 294 55 0.19

Dependent 238 15 0.06

Validation Status

Non-Validated 271 41 0.15
Validated 239 13 0.05

All Categories Combined 248 16 0.06
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TABLE 7-29

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
MEAN CASE UNDERAWARD

Category
Estimate

($)

Standard
Error

($)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 235 17 0.07

Private 4 Year 286 27 0.09

Public 2 Year 246 60 0.24

Private 2 Year 269 76 0.28

Proprietary 2 Year 430 150 0.35

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 296 99 0.33

Grant Type
Independent 252 36 0.14

Dependent 264 18 0.07

Validation Status

Non-Validated 293 34 0.12

Validated 245 19 0.08

All Categories Combined 259 22 0.09



TABLE 7-30

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
MEAN NET INSTITUTIONAL ERROR

Category
Estimate

($)

Standard
Error

($)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 26 8 0.33

Private 4 Year 14 5 0.38

Public 2 Year -6 6 1.10

Private 2 ".-ear -0 1 5.36

Proprietary 2 Year 5 6 1.15

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 2 3 1.59

Grant Type
Independent 29 10 0.35

Dependent 11 6 0.53

Validation Status
Non-Validated 16 6 0.42

Validated 25 9 0.35

All Categories Combined 40 14 0.34



TABLE 7-31

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
MEAN ABSOLUTE INSTITUTIONAL ERROR

Category
Estimate

($)

Standard
Error

($)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 46 9 0.19
Private 4 Year 26 4 0.17

Public 2 Year 26 6 0.24

Private 2 Year 2 1 0.53
Proprietary 2 Year 11 6 0.57

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 12 3 O.:"

Grant Type
Independent 68 10 0.14
Dependent 55 5 0.09

Validation Status
Non-Validated 53 6 0.11

Validated 70 8 0.11

All Categories Combined 123 12 0,10



TABLE 7-32

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
MEAN NET STUDENT ERROR

Category
Estimate

($)

Standard
Error

($)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 41 5 0.13

Private 4 Year 19 3 0.18

Public 2 Year 13 2 0.16

Private 2 Year 2 1 0.45
0

Proprietary 2 Year 4 2 0.47

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 4 1 0.34

Grant Type
Independent 36 5 0.13

Dependent 47 4 0.08

Validation Status
Non-Validated 29 3 0.11

Validated 54 6 0.10

All Categories Combined 83 6 0.07



TABLE 7-33

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
MEAN ABSOLUT STUDENT ERROR

Category
Estimate

($)

Standard
Error

($)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 62 6 0.09

Private 4 Year 31 4 0.13

Public 2 Year 20 3 0.14

Private 2 Year 3 1 0.38

Proprietary 2 Year 5 2 0.44

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 5 1 0.31

Grant Type
Independent 46 4 0.09

Dependent 80 4 0.05

Validation Status

Non-Validated 43 3 0.06

Validated 83 5 0.07

All Categories Combined 126 6 0.05



TABLE 7-34

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
MEAN NET CASE ERROR

Category
Estimate

($)

Standard
Error

($)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 68 10 0.15

Private 4 Year 33 7 0.21

Public 2 Year 8 6 0.80

Private 2 Year 1 1 0.75

Proprietary 2 Year 9 7 0.72

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 6 3 0.52

Grant Type
Independent 66 10 0.15

Dependent 59 6 0.11

Validation Status
Non-Validated 45 8 0.17

Validated 80 10 0.12

A11'Categories Combined 125 14 0.11



TABLE 7-35

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
MEAN ABSOLUTE CASE ERROR

Category
Estimate

($)

Standard
Error

($)
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 104 12 0.11

Private 4 Year 53 7 0.13

Public 2 Year 41 6 0.15

Private 2 Year 5 2 0.40

Proprietary 2 Year 15 7 0.49

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 15 3 0.20

Grant Type
Independent 106 10 0.09

Dependent 127 6 0.04

Validation Status

Non-Validated 88 6 0.07

Validated 144 8 0.06

All Categories Combined 233 12 0.05



TABLE 7-36

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS WITH UNSATISFACTORY ACADEMIC PROGRESS ELIGIBILITY ERROR

Category Estimate
Standard

Error
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 6,246 3,396 0.54
Private 4 Year 737 697 0.95
Public 2 Year 2,235 1,551 0.69
Private 2 Year 0 0

Proprietary 2 Year 0 0

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 0 0

Grant Type

Independent 4,777 2:623 0.55
Dependent 4,441 1,748 0.39

Validation Status
Non-Validated 784 735 0.94
Validated 8,434 3,597 0.43

All Categories Combined 9,218 3,682 0.40



TABLE 7-37

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS WITH LESS THAN HALF TIME ELIGIBILITY ERROR

Category Estimate
Standard

Error
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution
Public 4 Year 1,466 953 0.65
Private 4 Year 0 0

Public 2 Year 0 0

Private 2 Year 0 0

Proprietary 2 Year 727 676 0.93
Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 784 '756 0.96

Grant Type
Independent 1,466 953 0.65

Dependent 1,511 1,077 0.71

Validation Status

Non-Validated 1,511 1,077 0.71
Validated 1,466 953 0.65

All Categories Combined 2,977 1,484 0.50



TABLE 7-38

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS WITH INSUFFICIENT PROGRAM LENGTH ELIGIBILITY ERROR

Category Estimate
Standard

Eri.or
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 0 0

Private 4 Year 0 0

Public 2 Year 0 0

Private 2 Year 0 0

Proprietary 2 Year 0 0

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 765 726 0.95

Grant Type
Independent 0 0

Dependent 765 726 0.95

Validation Status

Non-Validated 765 726 0.95

Validated 0 0

All Categories Combined 765 726 0.95
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TABLE 7-39

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS WITH NONDEGREE PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY ERROR

Category Estimate
Standard

Error
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 0 0

Private 4 Year 708 675 0.95

Public 2 Year 0 0

Private 2 Year 0 0

Proprietary 2 Year 0 0

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 11,184 1,672 0.15

Grant Type
Independent 8,218 4,890 0.59

Dependent 3,674 3,472 0.95

Validation Status
Non-Validated 9,690 858 0.09

Validated 2,202 1,181 0.54

All Categories Combined 11,892 1,717 0.14



TABLE 7-40

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS by SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS WITH NO STATEMENT OF EDUCATiONAL PURPOSE ELIGIBILITY ERPO1

Category Estimate
Standat d

Error
Coefficient
of VariatiGn

Type and Control of Institutioh

Public 4 Year 3,357 1,876 0.56
Private 4 Year 2,186 1,121 0.51

Public 2 Year 2,957 2,226 0.75
Private 2 Year 0 0

Proprietary 2 Year 884 883 1.00

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 0 0

Grant Type
Independent 5,676 2,750 0.48
Dependent 3,708 1,568 0.42

Validation Status

Non-Validated 2,503 1,442 0.58
Validated 6,881 2,694

All Categories Combed 9,384 3,45. 0.37
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TABLE 7-41

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS WITH NO FINANCIAL AID TRANSCRIPT ELIGIBILITY ERROR

Category Estimate
Standard

Error
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 40,779 11,266 0.28

Private 4 Year 22,03:, 6,025 0.27

Public 2 Year 9,525 4,485 0.47

Private 2 Year 2,186 1,543 0.71

Proprietary 2 Year 6,163 3,407 0.55
Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 1,519 972 0.64

Grant Type
Independent 46,594 9,018 0.19

Dependent 35,617 5,924 0.1/

Validation Status
Non-Validated 33,110 5,246 0.16

Validated 49,101 8,952 0.18

All Categories Combined 82,211 12,487 0.15



TABLE 7-42

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS WITH LOAN DEFAULT ELIGIBILITY ERROR

Category Estimate
Standard

Error
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 695 664 0.96

Private 4 Year 0 0

Public 2 Year 0 0

Private 2 Year 0 0

Proprietary 2 Year 0 0

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 0 0

Grant Type
Independent 695 664 0,96

Dependent 0 0

Validation Status

Non-Validated 0 0

Validated 695 664 0.96

All Categories Combined 695 664 0.96



TABLE 7-43

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS WITH INVALID SAR ELIGIBILITY ERROR

Category Estimate
Standard

Error
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 4,380 1,998 0.46

Private 4 Year 1,464 981 0.67

Public 2 Year 2,566 1,873 0.73

Private 2 Year 0 0

Proprietary 2 Year 734 700 0.95

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 780 765 0.98

Grant Type
Independent 4,086 2,083 0.51

Dependent 5,837 2,445 0.42

Validation Status
Non-Validated 2,619 1,950 0.74

Validated 7,304 2,665 0.36

All Categories Combined 9,923 2,918 0.29
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TABLE 7-44

ESTIMATED SAMPLING ERRORS BY SELECTED CATEGORIES:
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS WITH NOT PARENT SCHOOL ELIGIBILITY ERROR

Category Estimate
Standard

Error
Coefficient
of Variation

Type and Control of Institution

Public 4 Year 5,104 2,158 0.42
Private 4 Year 0 0

Public 2 Year 0 0

Private 2 Year 0 0

Proprietary 2 Year 0 0

Proprietary Less Than 2 Year 0 0

Grant Type
Independent 1,466 81 0.06
Dependent 3,638 2,150 0, 59

Validation Status

Non-Validated 1,459 1,026 :.70
Validated 3,645 1,241

All Categories Combined 5,104 2,158 0.42.
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